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1) 1,658,346 refu-
gees from Ukraine 
had registered for 
temporary protec-
tion in Poland 
as of 7 August 
2023 (UNCHR 
Operational Data 
Portal, accessed 
on 10 August 2023: 
https://data2.
unhcr.org/en/
situations/ukraine/
location/10781).

Executive summary
Since the start of the full-scale war in Ukraine in February 2022, a quarter 
of the population has been displaced. Around 1.7 million people have crossed 
the border into Poland to seek temporary protection from the conflict, includ-
ing nearly 700,000 children1.

This report recounts the experiences, opinions and perspectives of 104 chil-
dren and adolescents – including 90 from Ukraine and 14 from Poland – living 
in three cities in Poland (Warsaw, Wroclaw and Krakow), a country deeply af-
fected by the war in Ukraine.

It sets out the findings of a qualitative study based on focus group discus-
sions with the children that aims to understand the challenges that refugee 
children from Ukraine face and opportunities to enhance their wellbeing 
through their own words and pictures.

The consultations highlighted three closely connected themes: the mental 
health and psychosocial wellbeing of refugee children from Ukraine, their 
education, and their integration into Polish society.

Impact of dIsplacEmEnt on chIldrEn’s mEntal 
hEalth and psychosocIal wEllbEIng

•  Children from Ukraine expressed feelings of nostalgia for the people, pets 
and places they had left behind.

•  Many children from Ukraine said that they felt stressed in their daily lives and 
worried because of the financial and housing problems that their families 
face.

•  Many older participants from Ukraine (aged 14-17) explained that they were 
working part-time to earn some pocket money, but had struggled to find 
jobs because they did not speak competent Polish, which added to their 
worries.

•  Loneliness was the most widespread feeling described by children from 
Ukraine across all age groups and genders, arising from a lack of deep 
friendships in Poland.

•  Children from Ukraine said that playing sports, participating in craftwork 
and art activities organised by social hubs for refugees, and having contact 
with nature, people and animals helped them to cope with difficult emotions. 
A few participants said that when they become overwhelmed with feelings 
of stress, they became apathetic and resorted to excessive sleeping and 
eating.

•  The majority of the children from Ukraine responded positively to the idea 
of  receiving information via social media about activities organised for 
young people from Ukraine living in Poland, and expressed appreciation 
for organisations that arrange these activities.

•  Just over half of the participants from Ukraine said they would like to talk 
to  someone professional” about their mental health.

•  Some children said they access psychosocial support, but they only appre-
ciate the service if it is available in Ukrainian. Children said the main reason 
to attend the psychological sessions is to cope with the distress caused by 
arguments at home.

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
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Executive 
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challEngEs and opportunItIEs In thE polIsh 
and ukraInIan EducatIonal systEms

•  Almost half the children from Ukraine who participated in the study are en-
rolled in both a Polish school and an online Ukrainian school, while the rest 
attend either a Polish school or a Ukrainian school.

•  Those who attend a Polish school reported that although they face many 
challenges such as language barriers and adaptation to a new educational 
system, going to school provides some routine, as well as opportunities for 
social contact with peers and to learn the Polish language. They also ap-
preciate the support provided by some Polish teachers and Ukrainian inter-
cultural assistants.

•  However, fewer than half of the study participants from Ukraine said they feel 
able to speak their mind openly at school in Poland; younger children (aged 
8-13) in particular feel less confident.

•  Participants who attend a Ukrainian school online were rather negative 
about their education. They said they are tired of excessive screen time and 
frustrated because, in their opinion, lessons are not well organised. However, 
those who can attend centres to meet their peers and get face-to-face sup-
port from Ukrainian teachers and educators appreciate this opportunity.

•  Older participants who only attend a Ukrainian school explained that this 
is because they would graduate later if they enrolled in a Polish school.

•  Older children from Ukraine who participate in both educational systems 
are anxious and worried about the future of their education and which col-
lege programmes to enrol in. They do not know the options available to them 
in Poland or in other EU countries very well.

thE strugglE for chIldrEn from ukraInE 
to IntEgratE In polIsh socIEty 

•  Participants from Ukraine do not have a sense of belonging in Poland. When 
asked if they and their family would like to stay in Poland, fewer than half 
of the participants responded positively, although older participants were 
more confident about staying than younger children. Several participants 
said their opinions on this differed from their mother’s.

•  Some children from Ukraine said they were subject to discrimination at 
school, by both teachers and classmates; in their neighbourhood, by both 
adults and peers; and on public transport, especially when they speak 
Ukrainian.

•  Nationalistic narratives of historical events, which feed stereotypes and cre-
ate divisions, were frequently mentioned by children from Ukraine and their 
Polish peers.

•  Participants from Ukraine strongly feel experiential and cultural differences 
with their Polish peers. Language is a gatekeeper between the two groups, 
as is the quality time they spend together. In most spaces, including Polish 
schools, Polish and Ukrainian children stick to their national groups.

•  Children from Ukraine said that they have more meaningful interactions with 
some Polish adults (educators, landlords, etc.) than with their Polish peers 
and appreciate them greatly. Some Polish adults are seen as role models.

•  The support of other Ukrainians, usually people who arrived in Poland before 
the war, is instrumental for helping children from Ukraine to understand and 
navigate Polish society.
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•  When Polish and Ukrainian participants had sufficient opportunities for 
deep one-on-one exchanges with others, they recalled positive experiences, 
getting along together and building friendships.

summary of rEcommEndatIons 

In response to these three groups of challenges, national and local authori-
ties in Poland, UN agencies, NGOs and civil society organisations (CSOs) 
should take concrete and practical steps to ensure the wellbeing and integra-
tion of refugee children and adolescents from Ukraine in Poland, including:

mEntal hEalth and psychosocIal wEllbEIng

•  Increase awareness of and access to specialised, free of charge mental 
health care services for refugee children from Ukraine, e.g. through recruit-
ment of Ukrainian mental health experts. This support could be extended to 
refugees from Ukraine who are primary caregivers, mostly mothers, encom-
passing stress and budget management.

•  Foster parenting programmes, elevating the capabilities of educators, inter-
cultural assistants, and volunteers to effectively address the mental health 
and psychosocial needs of mothers/caregivers and children from Ukraine.

EducatIon

•  Deploy more Ukrainian intercultural assistants in Polish schools and enrich 
teacher training content with modules on social and cultural cohesion, con-
flict sensitivity, anti-discrimination practices, and wellbeing.

•  Prioritise Polish language classes, remedial support and peer-to-peer men-
toring programmes. Involve children in the design of these programmes to 
support exchange of knowledge, skills and culture, and to boost integration 
between students.

•  Provide information about education options for children from Ukraine, in-
cluding pathways to higher education in Poland, and disseminate this infor-
mation through the channels most used and trusted by children.

 
cohEsIon and partIcIpatIon 

•  Fund extracurricular activities that enable children from Ukraine, especially 
those who attend an online school, to build meaningful relationships in 
Poland. Invest in recreational spaces where children from Ukraine can spend 
time together with their peers, and invest in opportunities for children to 
meet in semi-formal and informal contexts, through initiatives that are not 
primarily based on language. 

•  Ensure child participation in developing, planning, designing and imple-
menting programmes to ensure that children’s voices inform those decisions 
that affect their lives.

•  Provide anonymous and child friendly feedback mechanisms in schools and 
child friendly spaces, to ensure that children have opportunities to safely 
report their concerns.

•  Advocate for a long-term national strategy for refugee integration within 
Polish society.
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2) 1,658,346 refu-
gees from Ukraine 
had registered for 
temporary protec-
tion in Poland 
as of 7 August 
2023 (UNCHR 
Operational Data 
Portal, accessed 
on 10 August 2023: 
https://data2.
unhcr.org/en/situ-
ations/ukraine/
location/10781).

Introduction
Following the outbreak of the full-scale war in Ukraine in February 2022, one 
quarter of the population fled their homes to seek safety. Eight million peo-
ple were displaced within Ukraine, while 6 million fled to other countries in 
Europe’s largest refugee crisis since World War II. Almost 1.7 million people 
crossed the border into Poland where they stayed at least temporarily before 
deciding whether to migrate further west; 44% of these refugees were women 
and 40% were children.2  

The way that children, adolescents and young people experience conflict 
and displacement can be distinctly different from the way that adult men 
and women experience such situations, and they have specific needs and 
concerns. For any humanitarian response to be effective, consultation with 
and participation of affected populations is crucial.  Children also have the 
right to participate in decisions that affect their lives, and for their views to 
be heard and taken into account. It is therefore vital that the specific needs 
and concerns of children, adolescents and young people affected by the war 
in Ukraine are understood, documented and taken into consideration when 
aid organisations are developing and reviewing programming and advocacy 
strategies, and in order to influence their decision-making at national, re-
gional and global levels. 

Based on consultations with children and adolescents from Ukraine living in 
Poland, and with their Polish peers, this study explores four groups of ques-
tions, which guided the development of the methodology that was used 
to conduct and analyse the consultations: 

•  How has the war affected the daily lives and wellbeing of refugee children 
from Ukraine? 

•  What are their learning experiences in Poland? 
•  What do refugee children from Ukraine consider as their support network 

and how do they experience it? 
•  How could they meaningfully participate in Polish society? How could they 

actively engage and provide feedback on matters of interest to them?

Following a summary of the methodology, the study’s findings are presented 
under three themes: 

•  Theme 1: mental health and psychosocial wellbeing of refugee children 
from Ukraine

•  Theme 2: education of refugee children from Ukraine in Poland
•  Theme 3: integration of refugee children from Ukraine in Poland. 

This report also explores other topics highlighted by the children who partici-
pated in the study, including their experiences of work, their perspectives on 
receiving psychosocial support, and their opinions on participation in family 
and educational settings. 

The study’s key findings are discussed in the context of recent literature and 
placed within a model of social cohesion in order to explore entry points for 
potential social change. The report concludes with recommendations based 
on the findings of the study, which aim to improve the wellbeing, education, in-
tegration and participation of refugee children from Ukraine in Poland, as well 
as suggestions for replicating this study in other settings.

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
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3) In this report, 
the term ‘children’ 
is used to refer to 
all people below 
the age of 18.

Figure 1. Application 
of the UNICEF – 
Innocenti Report 
Card 16 Ecological 
Framework 
– based on 
Bronfenbrenner’s 
ecological sys-
tem theory – to 
this study

summary of the methodology
This report is based on consultations with displaced children3 from Ukraine 
living in Poland, and their Polish peers. The consultations aimed to provide 
insight into the lives, exploring their experiences, perceptions and opinions 
about learning, daily activities, relationships and integration of refugees from 
Ukraine into Polish society.

A qualitative study design with an open approach was chosen, as it enables 
investigation without imposing restricted and predefined concepts upon 
participants. A participatory methodology called photovoice was used. This 
involves asking participants to take photos that relate to certain topics, which 
can then be used as the starting point for focus group discussions.

Before the consultations with children began, a package was developed con-
taining tools for the facilitators, the participants, their caregivers, and local 
organisations who supported outreach to children and provided spaces for 
the focus group discussions to take place (see Annex 2). Almost all of these 
documents were translated into Ukrainian and/or into Polish.

Two facilitators conducted the consultations with children during May and 
June 2023.

projEct framEwork

As a general framework for addressing the research questions, developing 
the tools for the consultations, and making sense of the data, reference was 
made to ecological system theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) and its adaptation 
for the UNICEF Innocenti Report Card 16, Worlds of influence (UNICEF, 2020).

This is a multi-level approach with the child placed at the heart of the frame-
work. The ‘world of the child’ includes their key activities and relationships. 
The  ‘world around the child’ consists of resources and networks, while the 
‘world at large’ entails systems and context

contExt

systEms

nEtworks

rEsourcEs

rElatIonshIps

actIvItIEs

The world at large 
(war in Ukraine)

Systems within Poland

The local ‘world’ around 
children and adolescents from 
Ukraine and their families

Resources and services 
available to children and 
adolescents from Ukraine 

How children and adolescents 
from Ukraine experience 
school and their free time

The key relationships of 
children and adolescents 
from Ukraine

The wellbeing of children and 
adolescents from Ukraine
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methodology

4) It should be 
noted that when 
the sample was 
originally con-
ceived, it was ex-
pected that focus 
groups would be 
formed by children 
who exclusively 
attended Polish 
schools face-to-
face or Ukrainian 
schools online:. 
However, during 
the focus groups 
it emerged that 
almost half of 
the children from 
Ukraine (38/90) 
attended both 
types of school. 

samplE

A total of 104 children and adolescents (90 from Ukraine and 14 from Poland) 
participated in the consultations, which were carried out 15-16 months after 
the escalation of the war. 54 participants were between 8 and 13 years of 
age, and the remaining 50 participants were between 14 and 17 years of age. 
64 children identified as female, 39 as male, and 1 as non-binary. The partici-
pants lived in three cities in Poland and were involved in the study through the 
support of local partners. They were selected through a purposive sampling 
strategy on the basis of specific characteristics (age, gender, nationality, type 
of school attended).

The word ‘children’ is used in this report to refer to all different groups of chil-
dren. Where the study findings are distinctly related to children of a specific 
age or gender, this is highlighted. 

The consultations involved a total of 17 focus groups: 

•  15 focus groups with children from Ukraine and 2 focus groups with their 
Polish peers;

•  9 focus groups with participants aged 8-13 and 8 focus groups with partici-
pants aged 14-17;

•  8 focus groups in Krakow, 5 focus groups in Warsaw and 4 focus groups 
in Wroclaw;

•  11 focus groups with children from Ukraine who attended Polish schools 
face-to-face and 4 focus groups with children from Ukraine who attended 
Ukrainian schools online;4

•  4 focus groups with female participants, 3 focus groups with male partici-
pants and 10 focus groups with a mix of genders.

A diverse group of participants was involved in the study in terms of socio-
economic backgrounds, time spent in Poland, geographical origin in Ukraine 
and family characteristics. All the children chose to participate in the study 
on a voluntary basis. The majority of them knew at least some of the other 
participants in their focus group discussion.

 90 from Ukraine 
 14 from Poland

 54 aged 8-13 
 50 aged 14-17

 64 females 
 39 males 
 1 non-binary

 a total of 104 chIldrEn and adolEscEnts
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methodology

data collEctIon

part I: photovoIcE

Photovoice is a participatory research methodology through which research 
participants are invited to take photos relating to certain topics, which are 
then used as the starting point for focus group discussions. This enables par-
ticipants to use their own words and voices to describe their images. 

For these consultations, the facilitators met with the children prior to the 
focus group discussions. During this preliminary meeting, the facilitators 
gave the children instant cameras and explained how to use them. They also 
gave the children photovoice instructions written in Ukrainian or in Polish, 
which contained:

•  A few sentences explaining what photovoice is;
•  The questions that children were invited to answer with their photos;
•  Some tips on how to take good quality photos;
•  Instructions related to ethics and safety.5

part II: focus groups

Separate semi-structured guidelines were developed for the focus group 
discussions with children from Ukraine and Polish children. Both aimed to fa-
cilitate discussions among the participants using their photos as a starting 
point. Most activities relied on projection techniques, such as asking par-
ticipants to create fictional characters who were similar to them, giving them 
an opportunity not to speak about their own experiences in the first person, 
if  they did not want to.6 Both sets of guidelines began with an ice-breaker, 
an outline of the rules for a respectful conversation and the reiteration of par-
ticipant assent. Both ended with short surveys about information and feed-
back needs and channels, which the participants completed anonymously 
online, on-the-spot.

EthIcal approach and data protEctIon

Consultations were conducted following an ethical approach that is both pro-
cedural and relational (Ellis, 2007). During all phases of the project, the follow-
ing key ethical principles (Berman, 2020) were taken into account:

•  Assessing and minimising risks;
•  Informed assent of participants and consent from their parents/guardians;
•  Confidentiality, privacy and anonymity;
•  Respect for diversity;
•  Data protection and security.

The study approach and the tools used were approved by Save the Children 
International’s Ethics Committee before consultations started. The consulta-
tion tools included a referral pathway protocol that facilitators should follow 
if any participant reported that they were in danger or showed a state of psy-
chosocial distress or concern. Furthermore, prior to the consultations, facilita-
tors attended training conducted by Plan International and Save the Children 
on child safeguarding and safe identification and referral.

All consultations were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. After tran-
scription, anonymisation and translation into English, the audio recordings 
were destroyed. 

5) For further 
information about 
photovoice, please 
refer to Annex 1.

6) As the Findings 
section of this 
report shows, chil-
dren often spoke 
in the third person 
when referring to 
these characters.
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lImItatIons of thE fIndIngs

While the selection of participants followed a targeted strategy and aimed to 
include as heterogeneous a group as possible by ensuring the participation 
of individuals with different characteristics, the study did not include children 
with disabilities or children living in rural areas. 

As there were only two group discussions with Polish children, their voices 
are not as prominent in this study as the voices of their peers from Ukraine. 
Moreover, the low number of gender-disaggregated focus groups did not al-
low for the identification of significant differences in participant narratives 
depending on their gender.

An additional limitation is the selection bias connected with the involvement 
of intermediaries (e.g., teachers, staff from non-governmental organisations) 
who hold power relations with the children. Furthermore, those children most 
affected by the war in Ukraine may have decided not to participate in the 
study for fear of triggering negative war-related memories. 

For more details, please refer to Annex 1: Detailed methodology. 

Summary of the 
methodology
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14 thEmE 1: mental health  
and psychosocial wellbeing of 
refugee children from ukraine
“I exist as a cat – on my own.” 
(S, girl from Ukraine, 12)

summary

During focus groups, the vast majority of participants from Ukraine talked 
about stress, nostalgia and loneliness when describing the daily lives of the 
fictional characters, or when directly elaborating on their own experiences in 
Poland.

Although children did not always explicitly mention that they were distressed, 
their narratives revealed their struggle with psychosocial wellbeing. They 
reported that they missed friends, relatives and pets who were part of their 
daily lives in Ukraine. They also mentioned that they were worried about their 
family’s financial situation in Poland, particularly as the majority of the chil-
dren have only their mothers as breadwinners. They expressed that they feel 
pressure and stress due to housing problems and said that having a place 
to stay did not guarantee them adequate privacy. Most notably, children re-
ported that they felt lonely.

The following exchange regarding two fictional characters invented by par-
ticipants, provides a good summary of the wellbeing issues that participants 
from Ukraine expressed during the focus groups:

Facilitator: “how did [the fictional characters’ 
lives] develop after they moved?”
Y: “stressful. great deal of stress. related with not knowing 
the language, with the fact that the streets are unknown.”
T: “I think it’s more to do with what’s going on 
at home and the reasons why they left.”
Y: “they worry about their relatives who stayed in ukraine.”
S: “It is a reaction to adaptation, to a complete change of environment, 
different mentality of people, and they had no friends here.”
(Y, girl, 17; T, girl, 16; S, girl, 17; all from Ukraine)

Pic. 1: “It was a bit easier to 
find [a flat] with a dog than 
a cat. I know, I also have 
a friend of my mother's who 
was looking for a flat with 
a cat, and she was told that 
it was not allowed, but they 
were ready to move us into 
this flat [with a dog]. I have 
a dog. Here, a dog” (Tarico, 
16, girl from Ukraine).

low mEntal hEalth and psychosocIal wEll-bEIng

Feeling  
of loneliness

Nostalgia  
for the people, 

pets and places 
„left behind”

Reactions 
and coping 
mechanisms

Stressful  
daily lives

Figure 2: Core 
mental health and 
psychosocial well-
being topics high-
lighted by children
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strEssful daIly lIvEs

Moving to a new environment following the outbreak of war, by necessity 
rather than choice, put many of the participants from Ukraine in a situation of 
confusion and difficulty. Navigating a new city and learning a new language 
was perceived as a challenge. For example, S. (girl from Ukraine, 15), who came 
from a rural area in Ukraine, explained: “I didn’t know how to ride the tram. you 
just don’t know that. I didn’t know that you have to buy tickets on the tram, 
like a card. I didn’t know who was in charge of the tram, when it stops, how 
to open [the doors], to see you’ve arrived.”

However, difficulties with speaking and understanding Polish or getting 
around in their new neighbourhood, while frustrating, did not appear to be 
the main source of participants- worry. Even if they often talked about these 
challenges during the focus groups, it was evident that after living in Poland 
for several months, especially the youngest participants were coping reason-
ably well with these aspects of their new daily lives.

Participants’ primary worries were instead very much connected to their fi-
nancial and housing situation. In a large number of focus groups, children 
talked about the high cost of living in Poland and even the youngest children 
seemed to be extremely knowledgeable about the prices of goods and rent 
and the various expenses faced by their families. Many older participants 
were doing part-time jobs or searching for one, since the money earned 
by only one parent was considered insufficient, as D. (boy from Ukraine, 17) 
explained: “I am in poland now only with my mother. and we are very short 
of money. I’m trying to find a part-time job, my mum is trying, but it doesn’t 
work out. well, fortunately, my mum found some work, but I understand that 
it’s not for long. there is no stability.”7

Many children and adolescents also elaborated on accommodation and 
rental prices. Upon arrival in Poland, a country with a higher cost of living 
than Ukraine, refugee families needed to find a place to live, which led to par-
ticipants worrying about the housing crisis, overcrowding and insufficient 
privacy. On a positive note, some mentioned their landlord as a Polish adult 
who helped and supported them. Still, this accommodation rarely  felt  like 
home:

A: “now I live in a room with my mom and my cousin.”
S: “It’s like that for me too. now we live not alone with my mom, but with the 
landlady. we share a room, but in ukraine I had a separate room where 
I could do whatever I wanted. And relax. I considered my room to be my own...”
A: “my space.”
(A, girl, 13; S, girl, 12; both from Ukraine)

Lacking their own room, many participants said they missed a quiet space to 
study, relax and enjoy privacy. As many of the children were enrolled in two 
school systems (a Polish face-to-face school and an online Ukrainian school)8 
and had to learn in two different languages, unsatisfying accommodation 
and a lack of privacy added to an already challenging situation.

dEalIng wIth multIplE lossEs:  
nostalgIa for what Is “lEft bEhInd”

Some participants reported that they were worried about their loved ones 
who were still living in Ukraine. When talking about home, many children 
and adolescents mentioned the people they had left behind, first and fore-
most their friends, and less frequently their relatives, including their fathers. 
Children also missed pets that could not travel to Poland: “well, most of all, 
if I was at home, I always had my cat, and I felt so comfortable with her, and 
she’s not here. I miss her very much.” (S, girl from Ukraine, 12)

THEME 1. 
Psychosocial  
well-being and  
the mental health 
of refugees from  
Ukraine

7) For more infor-
mation about the 
working experienc-
es of participants, 
see Box B on p. 29.

8) For more infor-
mation about the 
school and learn-
ing experiences of 
participants, see 
Theme 2 on p. 23.

Pic. 2: “I took a picture of my 
landlord's things. He found 
us an apartment. And he 
told me to go to school. 
If I didn't go to school, I 
wouldn't know what to do” 
(Aha, 10, girl from Ukraine).



16 Some participants expressed concerns about what could happen to those 
who stayed in Ukraine, such as K. (girl from Ukraine, 15) who explained: “you 
are abroad in safety, and your father is in a security zone, and you don’t 
know what can happen to him at any moment, whether he will return home, 
and there is no contact with him.”9

Notwithstanding the anxiety the war in Ukraine evoked, many focus group 
discussions with children from Ukraine were dominated by nostalgia for home 
and the world that had been left behind, as these participants explained:

W: “It’s cool here, no doubt about it... but home is home. you live there. you miss 
it, but you don’t deny that this is a good place.”
E: “It’s not the same atmosphere...”
W: “you live there for a long time and you know everything. you remember 
sitting under that tree, that park, that tree, where you used to play and ride, 
you name it. I fell there. you have there acquaintances, friends.”
(W, girl, 15; E, girl, 16; both from Ukraine)

Familiar places make them feel like they belong, and children from Ukraine 
said that they would like to return there one day, even if they appreciated their 
new city in Poland. There were, however, two exceptions to this. Firstly, some 
older participants, thinking about their short-term future after high school, 
saw themselves living in other countries within the European Union or North 
America, especially Canada. Secondly, children who came from war-ravaged 
regions within Ukraine who realistically stated that they had nothing left to go 
back to: “In ukraine, I have nothing left [...] my gymnasium got burned to the 
ground. nature got wiped out recently [by the destruction on the kakhovka 
dam].10 what can be said? there was one friend of mine. somehow the con-
nections broke up. there were three friends, one from [name of a town], 
two from [name of a town]. one was shot, the other is missing. and [the one] 
from [name of a town] – a bomb flew straight into his apartment.” (V, boy from 
Ukraine, 15)

dIffIcultIEs forgIng nEw frIEndshIps  
and fEElIngs of lonElInEss

For almost all participants from Ukraine, regardless of age and gender, the 
nostalgia felt for their place of origin was connected to missing their social 
circle in Ukraine, their old friends. Many children claimed they communicated 
through mobile phone applications with friends who had stayed in Ukraine 
or had migrated elsewhere. They stayed on video calls for “more than one 
hour” (F, girl from Ukraine, 9) and some planned to visit their friends who had 
migrated to other cities in Poland. A couple of participants explained that they 
were able to maintain their old class group chat online for a while.

However, this was not true for all participants. Besides the ability to maintain 
their core friendships online, many participants explained that they had felt 
lonely, especially at the beginning of their stay in Poland:

“I had almost no friends here. there were a couple of people I talked to. but 
I didn’t have such warm friends as I had in ukraine.” (A, boy from Ukraine, 17)

“when I moved here, I was quite lonely because I came here alone. for the 
first six months, I had my mum in ukraine and my dad too. and I lived with 
my sister. It was very difficult because she often worked, and I felt very 
lonely because I had no friends. my friends from ukraine stopped talking to 
me because I didn’t tell them that I was leaving. they were very angry with 
me at that time. It was very difficult for me at the time.” (D, girl from Ukraine, 13)

Furthermore, when participants first arrived in Poland, online exchanges with 
old friends occurred more frequently, while by the time the consultations took 
place, these had declined. This could result in frustration at times, as S. (girl 
from Ukraine, 17) explained: “there is a picture of my boyfriend, for example, 

9) In comparison 
with those partici-
pants who talked 
about friends 
who still lived in 
Ukraine, only a few 
mentioned their 
fathers, grand-
parents or rela-
tives, although 
almost all par-
ticipants were 
living with their 
mothers, while 
their fathers re-
mained in Ukraine. 
This could be due 
to the methodo-
logical design 
of the study, 
which deliber-
ately did not point 
the discussion 
towards trigger-
ing conversations 
about painful and 
intimate topics.

10) The Kakhovka 
Dam in Ukraine 
was breached 
on 6 June 2023, 
causing extensive 
flooding along the 
lower Dnipro river.
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Pic. 3: “He [fictional charac-
ter] started playing… More 
precisely, he started play-
ing computer games, kind 
of shooters. Well, he plays 
in the [gamers’] community, 
of course. In the whole world”. 
Facilitator: “Why did he start?” 
“Maybe to suppress his feel-
ings of sadness for Ukraine”. 
(Gromsko, 17, boy from Ukraine).



17who is still in [city in ukraine], and I haven’t seen him for a long time, and 
it hurts, and it’s very difficult, and it’s a mess...”

When talking about fictional characters they created during the discussion 
groups, numerous participants mentioned them being unsatisfied with their 
friendships. For example, A. (girl from Ukraine, 11) explained that: “vika [fiction-
al character] wants a [female] best friend because her brother doesn’t un-
derstand her and all their mutual friends are boys,” and she wants “friends 
who are ukrainians of the same age. because her [acquaintances in poland] 
are all either younger or older than their friends.”

Many participants from Ukraine had met peers from Ukraine in Poland, but 
these ties were rarely close – incomparable with friendships made in Ukraine 
and not as deep-rooted or grounded, to the point that N. (girl from Ukraine, 
16) called them fake: “all these relationships with these people [in poland], 
they’re somehow fake, or it’s just that she [a fictional character] can’t talk to 
them about any of her real problems. she jokes with them and smiles, but 
she doesn’t talk with them in such a frank way. It’s just been a bit difficult 
this year.”

Participants from Ukraine distinguished between ‘справжній друг’ (a true 
friend), ‘близький друг’ (a close friend), ‘реальний друг’ (a real friend) and the 
category of ‘друзі, але не близькі’ (friends, but not close).

On a positive note, a few girls from Ukraine mentioned that they had found 
a “best friend” in Poland, which was always another girl from Ukraine.

However, for all children from Ukraine who participated in the study, and es-
pecially for older participants, what still felt missing was a larger group of ac-
quaintances, people who “you could call to go for a walk,” or “with whom you 
can just talk. It does not matter whether it is a pole, a ukrainian, a german. 
does not matter. just to communicate with someone.” (V, boy from Ukraine, 15)

As many families from Ukraine were considering whether to return to Ukraine, 
stay in Poland or migrate further West, a few participants mentioned a fear 
of abandonment after they had managed to forge a friendship: “If you under-
stand that a person is going to return to ukraine in a week, then why even 
start something if it can end soon?” (V, girl from Ukraine, 16)

Unsatisfactory new ties with both Poles and Ukrainians11 in Poland, the loss or 
deterioration of old friendships, and the difficulties in building a new social 
circle resulted in a general feeling of loneliness across all age and gender 
groups of children from Ukraine. Many participants denounced their solitude 
and said they wished to have more friends because “friends, they brighten up 
this, I don’t know, life,” (O, girl from Ukraine, 16) and make them feel stronger 
and more courageous: “If you sit next to each other and you know the answer, 
you are more courageous with a friend than you are alone. If I’m without 
a friend, I can’t say anything, I’m embarrassed in front of everyone. And when 
I’m with a friend, I forget what embarrassment is.” (S, girl from Ukraine, 13, UA)

In several cases, missing close friends was worsened by disrupted family ties, 
since many of the participants’ fathers were in Ukraine, and their mothers 
or older siblings were often very busy with work, as M. (boy from Ukraine, 10) 
put it: “here, you have to play with yourself. It’s harder here when my dad is 
in Ukraine, and here... my mum works 12 hours a day. And I’m mostly at home 
with my brother or alone.”

Some participants openly shared that they felt lonely, as Y. (girl from Ukraine, 
12) said: “I exist as a cat – on my own,” while others projected loneliness onto 
fictional characters: “well, because he [a fictional character] got depressed. 
because he was on his own. he didn’t have any contact with anyone, so he 
was very sad by himself. and he got depressed.” (K, boy from Ukraine, 17)

THEME 1. 
Psychosocial  
well-being and  
the mental health 
of refugees from  
Ukraine

11) For more 
information about 
the relationship 
between Ukrainian 
participants and 
their Polish peers, 
see Theme 3 
on p. 31.

Pic. 4: “This photo is dedicated 
to what I like to do. I've got 
a drone and a bicycle on it 
[…] t's a real drone. I like flying 
drones and riding my bike” 
(Vsmel, 9, boy from Ukraine).
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12) Acrobatics and 
dancing classes 
were mentioned 
only by girls, while 
skating, ka-
rate and football 
were mentioned 
only by boys.

13) Participants 
responded to 
a short survey 
on-the-spot at the 
end of each focus 
group. The results 
were analysed 
quantitatively 
and are based 
on a total sample 
of 81 participants 
from Ukraine.

copIng mEchanIsms

Based on the experiences and feelings that were shared by participants from 
Ukraine, it was clear that they had a lot to process as they described having 
to cope with worries for both themselves and for others.

They said they felt stress and nostalgia for their place of origin, and the most 
widespread feeling described by them was loneliness. A couple of the children 
talked about shutting down their emotions, as if they were “frozen,” and said 
that they felt perplexed as a result. For some, giving way to apathy and “not 
trying anymore” seemed to be a response mechanism triggered by their life 
circumstances.

“I don’t really do anything here.” (M, boy from Ukraine, 10)

S: “the best thing to do in poland is to sleep. I always sleep.”
A: “and eat.”
S: “I always think, for the future, [that] I’ll go home, 100%. I’ll be back in the 
summer, why should I do anything here? why should I start anything, why 
do I need this polish language at all, why learn it. If I come home anyway. 
But I understand that I may not return. And maybe I’ll stay here. And I will 
sleep all day.”
(S, girl, 16; A, girl, 16; both from Ukraine)

Only some participants displayed such atrophy of will. Most participants said 
that they kept busy with a number of activities and tried to find positive cop-
ing mechanisms to deal with their problems.

Several children reported that they played sport and this was regarded as 
something pleasurable. During the focus groups, participants mentioned 
playing football, volleyball and basketball, as well as skating, karate, cycling, 
acrobatics and dancing classes.12 However, financial issues were often men-
tioned as a barrier to practicing sport, especially at an advanced level, which 
a few participants had done in Ukraine.

Some children from Ukraine, especially younger ones, talked about participat-
ing in activities at the social hubs where the consultations took place. They 
particularly enjoyed practical workshops related to arts and crafts, sightsee-
ing in the city, visiting museums, and playing board games. One participant 
had joined a book club, while a couple said they liked going to the cinema.

Several participants said that nature played an important role in helping 
them to cope with stress because it offered a tranquillity and stillness that is 
necessary to relax, as M. (non-binary child from Ukraine, 15) put it: “the pres-
ence of fields, forests, where you could escape and sit, do what you want, 
think about what you want, nothing makes noise, oh, like this transport.”

Furthermore, pets were also considered to be a key source of relief from stress. 
Those who had their dogs and cats with them in Poland were happy to be able 
to pet them, take care of them and keep them at home thanks to the good will 
of their landlords. The focus group discussions with children aged between 
8 and 13 years old especially revealed the importance of pets because in the 
words of the children, “they give you joy,” (Y, girl from Ukraine, 11); “they are so 
soft and warm, they relieve stress,” (L, girl from Ukraine, 11); and “they’re like 
antidepressants,” (A, girl from Ukraine, 9). They also make children feel less 
lonely: “when I come back from school, my mum is still at work and the dog 
is with me.” (D, girl from Ukraine, 9).

A few children also reported that they had found new opportunities in their 
host city, which could be considered as positive coping mechanisms. For in-
stance, several participants had engaged in volunteering, which they did not 
do before. For some participants, moving to Poland meant “the opportunity 
to see the other side of themselves,” (K, girl from Ukraine, 17), or “to start from 
scratch (...) and build something of their own here in poland,” (D, girl from 

THEME 1. 
Psychosocial  
well-being and  
the mental health 
of refugees from  
Ukraine

In the survey conducted with 
children from Ukraine during 
the consultation,13 the majority 
of participants (81.9%) responded 
positively to the idea of receiv-
ing information via social media 
about activities organised for 
young people from Ukraine in 
Poland. This percentage was 
even higher (97.5%) among 
respondents in the 14-17 age 
group. As A. (girl from Ukraine, 
15) explains: “Like the group of 
this centre, there are all sorts 
of events there. You can be 
added to it. There are a lot 
of interesting things there.”

Pic. 5: “There's one photo here, 
of a volleyball field. I started 
playing volleyball here, and 
for some reason I was really 
drawn to it. And I really like 
volleyball. I have most of my 
friends there, a social circle 
where I can communicate” 
(D, 13, girl from Ukraine).
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14) Spending time 
in nature was 
mentioned only 
in the focus group 
discussions with 
older children 
(aged 14-17), while 
younger children 
(aged 8-13) more 
often highlighted 
affection for their 
pets (this was also 
mentioned by older 
participants).

Ukraine, 15). For a few participants, the crisis situation had allowed them to 
create new relationships and “to choose for yourself with whom you will be 
comfortable” (P, girl from Ukraine, 17).

Overall, the participants described a number of coping mechanisms that 
helped them with the challenges they faced. Some responded with apathy, 
sleeping and eating a lot, or emotional suppression. Many, however, said that 
they engaged in positive coping mechanisms such as playing sports, taking 
part in group activities, spending time in nature, and cuddling pets, as well as 
trying to see their new lives from a new, positive perspective.14

THEME 1. 
Psychosocial  
well-being and  
the mental health 
of refugees from  
Ukraine

Pic. 8: “This is a picture of my 
thread and needles, because 
I really like to sew. On Saturday 
I'm going to a workshop where 
they make dolls out of thread” 
(Zaichonok, 9, girl from Ukraine).

Pic: “This is my hamster. I 
didn't manage to take a 
picture of it, but it's a ham-
ster. Here is his cage, and 
the wheel, and the hamster, 
and the pipe, and the slide. 
And there is food. Carrots 
and cabbage” (Lev, boy, 8).

Pic. 9: “This is my hamster. 
I didn't manage to take a 
picture of it, but it's a ham-
ster. Here is his cage, and 
the wheel, and the ham-
ster, and the pipe, and the 
slide. And there is food. 
Carrots and cabbage” (Lev, 
8, boy from Ukraine).

Pic. 6: “[Cats] help you cope 
with stress. It's also great to 
have them around, they're like 
family members. But it's hard 
to live with them in Poland. 
You come here and we 
couldn't find an apartment 
for a long time with this cat […] 
And then we found it because 
of the cat. Because the land-
lady likes red cats. And she 
actually rented us the flat.” 
(R, 15, girl from Ukraine).

Pic. 7: “This is my dog. I like 
to train him. I like to walk him” 
(Mriia, 17, boy from Ukraine). 
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Just over half of the study participants from Ukraine said that they would 
like to talk to “someone professional” regarding their mental health, although 
there was a difference between age groups (46.3% of 14- to 17-year-olds com-
pared to 57.1% of 8- to 13- year-olds). Some children said they had access to 
psychosocial support, but the service was appreciated only when available 
in Ukrainian. According to participants, the main reason to attend psycho-
logical sessions was to cope with distress and behavioural problems. The ma-
jority said that they experienced high levels of stress at home, occasionally 
resulting in arguments, and this caused them to reflect on the need to foster 
positive communication.

box a: attitudes towards 
mental health and 
psychosocial support

8 to 17-yEar-old 8 to 13-yEar-old 14 to 17-yEar-old

 32.5% Fully agree 
 19.3% Rather agree 
 22.9% Not sure 
 15.7% Rather disagree 
 9.6% Fully disagree

 42.8% Fully agree 
 14.3% Rather agree 
 19.1% Not sure 
 19.1% Rather disagree 
 4.7% Fully disagree

 21.9% Fully agree 
 24.4% Rather agree 
 26.8% Not sure 
 12.2% Rather disagree 
 14.7% Fully disagree

“I would lIkE to talk to somEonE profEssIonal 
about my fEElIngs at lEast oncE a wEEk”
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15) The survey 
was methodologi-
cally conceived as 
a starting point 
to trigger further 
conversations 
with participants 
and the gender
of participants 
was not therefore 
collected with the 
data. However, 
data gathered 
from the 7 focus 
group discussions 
disaggregated
by gender (total 
of 31 participants) 
show that 73% of 
girls agree with 
the statement (7% 
are not sure), while 
only 31.2% of boys
agree (31% are un-
sure). This suggests 
the need for further 
investigation on 
gendered attitudes 
towards psychoso-
cial support among
Ukrainian refu-
gee children.

16) In one focus 
group (with chil-
dren aged 8-13 
years), partici-
pants explained 
that they received 
mental health and 
psychosocial
support because 
their mothers 
encouraged 
and/or pushed 
them to do so.

17) Before the war, 
the majority of 
those residing 
in the Eastern 
regions of Ukraine 
bordering Russia, 
tended to speak 
Russian, whereas 
in the Western 
regions of Ukraine, 
Ukrainian was the 
dominant lan-
guage. Since the 
beginning of the 
conflict, switch-
ing from Russian 
to Ukrainian has 
become a politi-
cal statement.

BOX A: Attitudes 
towards mental 
health and psy-
chosocial support

The participants showed mixed reactions to psychosocial support. When 
asked to respond to the statement “I would like to talk to someone profes-
sional about my feelings at least once a week,” around half of the study par-
ticipants from Ukraine (51.8%) fully or somewhat agreed. One-quarter of par-
ticipants (25.3%) did not agree, while a similar number (22.9%) were not sure.15 

The following exchange shows the different opinions within the same focus 
group discussion:

T: “my problems are my problems, why should I tell anyone about them?”
A: “It’s not very cool to keep problems inside yourself. It’s okay to talk.”
N: “If you accumulate a lot of problems, it can become a big problem later.”
T: “I really hate psychologists. I don’t understand why I need them at all, and 
my mum sends me and says, ‘you need it’.” 
D: “they help you solve problems, your psychological state.” 
A: “like a best friend. It’s not like with your mum, [from whom] you have to hide 
some facts. with a psychologist, you don’t have to do that.”
(T, boy, 14; A, boy, 17; N, boy, 17; all from Ukraine)

Many participants said that they had received psychosocial support at 
school, at social hubs or at medical facilities16 and their feedback towards 
the professionals they met was generally positive. A couple of participants 
complained about costs and waiting time: “yes [there is a psychologist] but 
it takes a long time. you have to wait in line.” (M, boy from Ukraine, 14). All the 
participants who had attended psychological sessions said they had opted 
for Ukrainian speaking professionals, and even those children who had not 
used such services before, explained that they would prefer a psychologist 
from Ukraine:

D: “I really want to go to the ukrainian one [psychologist]. well, mostly be-
cause of the language.”
O: “well, [one can prefer] the ukrainian one, maybe, because someone 
has problems with ukraine. maybe someone is insulted [because s/he is 
ukrainian]. or they are concerned and worried about ukraine. well, maybe 
you can speak [about such things] with a ukrainian one, and not with a polish 
[psychologist].”
(D, girl, 13; O, girl, 11; both from Ukraine)

According to the study participants, it is crucial to speak with a person whom 
they think could share their experiential, cultural, and also political atti-
tudes, as explained by N. (boy from Ukraine, 14): “we had something like that 
[a school psychologist] at the beginning of the year; we also had a psycholo-
gist for the ukrainians, but they thought of inviting a person from [name 
of a country other than ukraine] who speaks only russian. as you under-
stand, although we have more people in the school who are from the East 
[of ukraine], not from the west,17 they were all against it, because, seriously, 
some russian woman from [name of a country other than ukraine] will tell us 
that everything is fine... well...”

As an alternative to talking with a psychologist, S. (boy from Ukraine, 17) sug-
gested he preferred to use hotlines because they guarantee anonymity and 
are free of charge: “I think that it is better instead of psychologists, of course, 
they can be [a solution], but a cool option is hotlines. first of all, it is anony-
mous, if someone is afraid. there are such people [who are shy], they can 
call [...] there are such hotlines. we have advertisements for ukrainians. for 
adults, for children, different specialists. free of charge.”

It was elicited from consultations that the majority of participants understood 
talking to a professional as a way to support themselves through challenging 
situations or, especially according to the younger children in the focus groups, 
to correct supposedly negative behaviour. V. (boy from Ukraine, 9) said he had 
talked with a psychologist, but did not have a positive opinion about it:

V: “I can say in my own words about a psychologist. he essentially makes my 
behaviour normal.” facilitator: “what kind of normal?”
V: “normal. I mean, adequate. you know, like all healthy people.”
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BOX A: Attitudes 
towards mental 
health and 
psychosocial 
support

Facilitator: “have you ever been to a psychologist?”
V: “yes, of course I have. they can correct some details in your behaviour.”
Facilitator: “and did you like it there?”
V: “to be honest, the psychologist is my least favourite doctor, because I don’t 
like it when people correct my morals.”
Facilitator: “why?”
V: “I told you. because I like to be myself. I don’t want to be like other people. 
I’m fine the way I am.”

Beyond stress connected to the war and their displacement, participants 
notably reported that they had developed or strengthened their abilities to 
handle stressful situations at home. Many said that they experienced frus-
trating environments, sometimes resulting in arguments between them and 
their mothers. Emblematic of this is the fact that O. (girl from Ukraine, 11) ex-
plained that she was going to her first session with a psychologist “to help” 
her mother. Describing the situation at home and the dynamics between her 
and her mother, she said: “I’m very stressed because my mum scolds me, be-
cause she is tired. she scolds me and she gets very tired. that’s why I got 
an appointment with a psychologist [...] I want to help her by going to a psy-
chologist. to calm down a bit [...] ukrainians don’t believe in psychologists. 
mothers just solve [their children’s problems] by shouting. that’s how they 
were raised and that’s how they raise their children. shouting. that’s how 
they do it. maybe [psychotherapy] is possible in some countries, for example, 
in England. but how is it [possible] in ukraine? we don’t solve it [problems] 
like that.”

In summary, the consultations highlighted that almost all participants from 
Ukraine feel lonely, think that they do not “fit in” with Polish society, and feel 
that their environment at home is difficult to handle because of challeng-
ing circumstances arising from the war, financial issues and lack of privacy, 
with some younger participants reporting that they had argued with their 
caregivers.



23thEmE 2: the education  
of refugee children from 
ukraine in poland: challenges 
and opportunities
“the difference in education, in the system, that’s what’s affecting us.” 
(A, girl from Ukraine, 15)

summary

When it comes to school and learning, the children from Ukraine who partici-
pated in this study experience multiple approaches to their education. Some 
are attending Polish school and some online Ukrainian schools, while almost 
half attend both a Polish school and an online Ukrainian school.

Notwithstanding the challenges of being in a new educational system, the 
majority of participants said that they appreciated studying in the Polish edu-
cational system because they generally found the teachers to be supportive 
and they also praised the support provided by Ukrainian intercultural assis-
tants, which are present in several schools.

On the contrary, studying at an online Ukrainian school was deemed to be 
very tiring because of the amount of screen time but especially because, ac-
cording to participants, the classes were not well organised. However, par-
ticipants said they appreciated going to centres situated in one of the Polish 
cities, where they could attend their own online classes, meet their peers and 
access face-to- face support from Ukrainian educators.

The challenges that children face while attending online Ukrainian schools 
and juggling between two educational systems, has resulted in them focus-
ing on Polish schools. The oldest students from Ukraine (16-17 years old) are 
the exception, as they are in their last year of their Ukrainian education. These 
children said that they saw no point in joining the Polish educational system, 
especially because it usually requires two, and sometimes three more years 
of study in comparison with the Ukrainian system.

Figure 3:  
Core educational 
topics highlighted 
by children

Pic. 10: “I actually approached 
her [the teacher] today and 
she came to take a picture.” 
(S, 17, girl from Ukraine). 

copIng wIth a varIEty of school systEms

Alternative 
learning

Juggling 
between two 
educational 

systems

Negative feedback 
on the quality of 
distance learning

Polish school: 
difficulties and 

positive aspects
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THEME 2: 
The education 
of refugee children 
from Ukraine in 
Poland: challenges 
and opportunities

18) For more on the 
challenges faced 
by participants in 
their relationships 
with Polish peers 
and teachers, see 
Theme 3 on p. 31.

19) The Ukrainian 
and Polish edu-
cational systems 
are different. In 
Poland, a child 
usually spends 12-
13 years at school 
until they com-
plete secondary 
education where-
as in Ukraine, 
primary and 
secondary school 
last for 11 years. 
Furthermore, 
since children 
from Ukraine who 
come to Poland do 
not know Polish, 
they are often sent 
either to the ‘zero 
class’ (for 6- to 
7-year-olds) or the 
‘preparatory class’ 
(for 14- to 15-year-
olds). In other cas-
es, they are asked 
to start one class 
lower than in 
their Ukrainian 
school because 
of the language 
barrier. Therefore, 
many Ukrainian 
students attend-
ing Polish school 
found themselves 
in a lower grade 
in comparison 
to their previous 
Ukrainian class. 
For both these 
reasons, Ukrainian 
children, depend-
ing on their level 
of Polish and their 
age, can be re-
quired to learn for 
one, two, or even 
three years longer 
when they transfer 
to a Polish school.

20) In terms of 
the general appre-
ciation for Polish 
teachers, a few 
participants re-
ported instances 
of discrimina-
tion or lack of 
sensitivity during 
consultations. For 
more on this, see 
Theme 3 on p. 31.

apprEcIatIon for polIsh schools

Attending a Polish school was challenging for many of the participants from 
Ukraine, particularly when they first moved to Poland, since they had to adapt 
to a completely new educational system. This is reflected in the following ex-
change during a focus group:

Facilitator: “samuel and margaret [fictional characters] came to [the city 
where the focus group discussion took place]. what do they do here?”
K: “they go to school.”
S: “polish school.”
Facilitator: “and how do they like it?”
E: “It’s difficult.”
A: “the programme is different. the language is different. and people with 
their worldviews are different.”
(K, girl, 15; S, girl, 15; E, girl; A, girl, 15; all from Ukraine)

Some of the participants explained that, initially, they had to adjust to the dif-
ferent school set-up and to a new grading system, besides having to integrate 
themselves in a new social environment.18 This was overall quite challenging. 
A couple of them also lamented having to study in a lower class,19 as shown 
by the following exchange:

Facilitator: “what do you think about this [the fact that they are in a lower 
grade in comparison to the ukrainian educational system]?”
D: “It’s a waste, because they [school personnel] don’t understand what 
we can do.”
M: “we can go [to the next grade]. but they think we can’t manage.”
(D, boy, 12; M, boy, 12; both from Ukraine)

However, in terms of educational outcomes, for the majority of participants 
from Ukraine the main challenge was having to study in a new language. Many 
participants who attended Polish schools reported that their grades wors-
ened in comparison to when they were living in Ukraine. the grades of those 
who also attended online Ukrainian school were seldom as good. The  fact 
that they could not understand everything like before and express themselves 
in the most effective way was quite frustrating for some children and adoles-
cents. As an example, in this extract from one of the focus group discussions, 
the younger adolescents were talking about an imaginary character, Zina, 
who could not succeed with her studies in a Polish school:

S: “maybe he [the teacher] doesn’t want her [Zina] to have normal grades 
because she is from ukraine.” 
V: “because he doesn’t like ukraine and that’s it.”
A: “or because she doesn’t know polish well and can’t write a sentence 
properly, and the teacher doesn’t understand it and gives her a bad grade.”
(S, girl, 12; V, girl, 10; A, girl, 13; all from Ukraine)

Notwithstanding the difficulties the participants expressed about studying 
in Polish, the majority of them reported that the situation had improved sig-
nificantly since they arrived in Poland. Participants who studied in a Polish 
school had more interaction with their Polish peers, in comparison to those 
participants who exclusively attended an online Ukrainian school. Indeed, the 
possibility of meeting new people and improving their knowledge of Polish 
language was praised during consultations. L. (girl from Ukraine, 11) said: 
“I like [about the Polish school] that I made friends and was able to develop 
my Polish language.”

When it comes to the Polish school system, participants expressed a general 
appreciation for school personnel, especially teachers, who had an impor-
tant role in participant narratives. When asked to photograph an adult who 
helped them to solve their problems, they often photographed a teacher.20 
Some participants noticed that many Polish teachers were supportive of them 
(e.g., allowing them to use mobile phones, which is generally prohibited 
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21) A total of 38 
participants (15 
girls and 23 boys) 
said that they 
participated in 
both the Polish and 
Ukrainian school 
systems includ-
ing 21 participants 
aged between 8-13 
years old and 17 
participants 
aged between 
14-17 years old.
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in  Polish schools): “my classmates here treated us well and supported us. 
All the teachers also adapted to us. We have always used translators. They 
just say at the beginning of the year: “don’t you understand something? look 
here at the whiteboard, they say, don’t you understand? translate, do, write, 
through the translator.” (S, girl from Ukraine, 16)

A few participants were particularly enthusiastic about certain Polish teach-
ers who went beyond formal classroom communication and, for example, pro-
vided them with valuable advice, unrelated to the subject they were teaching. 
Below is a positive description of a biology teacher in a Polish school by S. (girl 
from Ukraine, 17):

“I could tell you about my [subject] teacher at the lyceum [...] she loves to com-
municate with young people, she is on the same wavelength. but at the same 
time, she can give such good advice. She is a very unique person. I may not 
have met anyone like her before. she can help me, perhaps, with different 
problems. but I just don’t want to burden people with my problems. but in 
principle, for example, in terms of understanding my future, she could also 
help. she often asks me if I have decided where I am going to study. she sug-
gested that she could look for a university somewhere in Poland. She con-
stantly asks me if I have already applied, and so on.”

For students from Ukraine, Polish teachers could be a source of comfort and 
support. In this regard, it could be said that several Polish teachers man-
aged the language barrier well, as well as other complications that children 
and adolescents from Ukraine were likely to experience. Many participants 
reported that teachers were not particularly demanding towards the pupils 
from Ukraine to the point that, for Y. (girl from Ukraine, 12) Polish school was 
“much easier” and she “doesn’t actually have any homework” – she even got 
annoyed at times “because everything seems easy.”

Furthermore, the schools that the participants attended had intercultural as-
sistants, whose role was to provide help to pupils from Ukraine in navigating 
the learning process. In most cases, this position was occupied by an adult 
from Ukraine, who arrived in Poland prior to the outbreak of the full-scale war. 
This figure appeared to be very useful in mitigating potential conflict with the 
teachers: “yeah, I also have an interpreter [intercultural assistant], and she 
says that on the contrary [to what polish teachers say], I’m fine, I’ve learned 
it [polish language] well so far, and it’s normal [to speak] polish [imperfectly] 
for the time being [...] he says that no grades are required yet, no one is 
asking me for grades. because I don’t know polish well yet, I guess.” (S, girl 
from Ukraine, 12).

For another participant it was important that the intercultural assistant 
shared similar experiences with her: “yes. she understands everything. she’s 
already experienced it” (A, girl from Ukraine, 13). There was no negative feed-
back regarding the intercultural assistants from any participant in the study, 
and the younger participants were even more fond of them than the older 
adolescents. O. (boy from Ukraine, 9) said: “she [the intercultural assistant] 
would help them [fictional characters] to learn polish because she speaks 
polish very well. and she is always so nice. whenever someone comes, like 
when I came to take a picture, she hugged me [...] she helped me when I came 
to poland and then went to a polish school, she helped me learning polish. 
she always helps everyone.”

navIgatIng bEtwEEn thE two 
EducatIonal systEms

Almost half of the study participants from Ukraine were enrolled in both the 
Polish and the Ukrainian education systems.21 They attended a Polish school 
daily and, after coming home, logged in to the Ukrainian school to join at least 
one or two online lessons. Attending two schools did not allow them to organ-
ise their time efficiently to keep up with the workload:

Pic. 11: “[The leaflet] just 
hangs in my head, I look at 
it and get inspired” (Werter, 
14, boy from Ukraine).
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“because my schedule is full. monday. five lessons, some breaks, and then 
I have a swimming pool. and gymnastics. on tuesday I have seven lessons, 
well, 2 hours or so, and then I have karate. on wednesday, I have lessons 
until 13.25, then I have English at 13.45. thursday... my lessons end at 14.30, 
and I have a break and karate. on friday, my lessons end at 12.25, and then 
I have English at 13.45. and on saturday, I have another class at 11 o’clock.”
(I, boy from Ukraine, 10)

All the participants who attended both Polish and Ukrainian schools were 
clear about how they felt about the situation: they reported being tired, busy 
throughout the week with next to no free time, and confused about the pos-
sible outcomes of their studies. As a consequence, they said that Polish school 
had become their priority, whereas the homework for the Ukrainian school on-
line was seen as secondary. This was especially the case for younger children.

However, among older participants the reactions and opinions were more 
varied. Trying to perform in both school systems, they appeared to be much 
more stressed than their younger peers, as the words of N. (boy from Ukraine, 
14) demonstrate: “I have three days of exams [in the polish school] coming up. 
and I didn’t have time to prepare for them... well, I had time to prepare for 
them, but I didn’t have time to do ukrainian lessons, so now I have to catch 
up in three days, that’s all. I had to do work for a month, and it’s very difficult.”

For a few of the older participants, the decision to attend both schools was 
often influenced by their parents, who hedged their bets regarding the future 
by insisting that their children study in two schools, even if they did not want 
to. The following conversation vividly illustrates this issue:

S: “my decision was that I wanted to stay at the ukrainian school, but my mum 
said no, you’ll go to a polish school to learn the language. I don’t know how 
it worked out because of my workload, because I’m in the last year of school 
in ukraine, and I have to go to school in poland for three more years. 
So, I thought it was better to stay in the Ukrainian school.”
Y: “I also thought that there was no point in going to [the polish school]... 
We thought for a long time whether to go to a Polish school or not. And I’m 
finishing 11th grade [the final year in the ukrainian school], so these three 
years [in the polish school] are going nowhere. just nowhere.” 
(S, girl, 17; Y, girl, 17; both from Ukraine)

The main reason that some older participants did not want to enrol in a Polish 
school – and many did not – was the fact that they were about to graduate 
from the Ukrainian school, while in the Polish educational system, they would 
be expected to attend two more years before they could get their diploma. 
As S. (girl from Ukraine, 17) put it: “It’s already the end, the last grade [in the 
ukrainian school]. there is nothing to consider, just to graduate.”

However, participants who were younger than 16 years old were generally 
more in favour of focusing on Polish school. An inspiration for their enthusi-
asm was the prestige of a Western education, as D. (girl from Ukraine, 13) put 
it: “I want to [study in a polish school] because I want a European education 
and I already know where I want to go.”

Knowing what path to choose after school was challenging for many par-
ticipants. The majority of soon-to- be graduates admitted that relocation had 
destroyed any future plans that they had made in Ukraine, and they did not 
have a clear idea of what to do next. Many of them were simply not aware of 
the possibilities of higher education in Poland and Europe (costs, scholarships, 
language requirements) and the only sources of knowledge they mentioned 
were word of mouth from acquaintances of their parents and the internet.

Awareness of future educational opportunities can indeed be beneficial. 
The ambition to continue studies in Poland motivated N. (boy from Ukraine, 14) 
to perform well at his Polish school. He took a photo (pic. 11) of a green leaflet, 
pinned to the wall, and said about it: “this is the lyceum I want to enter, and 
one faculty is highlighted. this is such a reminder [of the things I want to do].” 

Pic. 12: “I don't like the distance 
learning! Here's a picture 
of me, there's a bunch of pa-
pers, a laptop, and there's just 
a huge workload in the 11th 
grade. You just lie there and 
die.” (SH, 17, boy from Ukraine). 
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Being motivated to enter the lyceum of his choice made him think strategically 
about achieving good grades at his current school, even though he had to 
attend Catholic religion classes, which he did not appreciate: “you don’t have 
to go to a religion class. but when you do go to it and you get a good grade, 
it counts as a couple of other classes, and it raises your average.”

crItIquEs of onlInE ukraInIan schools

Almost all the participants who were attending an online Ukrainian school at 
home were disappointed by the quality of their education, especially when 
they compared it to their education before the war. Indeed, participants who 
were receiving distance learning said they did not like it. The reasons for this 
varied, but the fundamental factor was that learning remotely was ineffective 
and discouraging at times. A. (girl from Ukraine, 15) felt that she “doesn’t un-
derstand some subjects anymore.” She used to be good at maths, but when 
she came to Poland that changed: “mathematics is just... I don’t understand 
maths remotely.” The same went for biology – even though A. would need 
it for her future studies, and was “genuinely interested” in it, she admitted she 
“doesn’t study it remotely because she doesn’t want to.”

Some participants complained that distance learning was seldom well-organ-
ised. Instead of having proper online lessons, during which the teacher and 
the students join a virtual classroom, they just “have to learn everything from 
a textbook or from the internet, or from the material [the teacher sends],” 
(A, boy from Ukraine, 10), with little interaction. Even when online classes did 
take place, “no one turned on their camera, you just saw these squares,” said 
S. (boy from Ukraine, 17), highlighting the lack of engagement of his classmates.

However, according to participants, the quality of education was not the only 
factor that distinguished face- to-face Polish school from online Ukrainian 
school. This second factor is what A. (boy, 10, UA) defined as some sense of 
normalcy: “Everything is just normal in a polish school. you go to school, 
and you do your assignments.”

A feeling of instability especially worried the older adolescents, and several 
of them manifested anxiety and preoccupation regarding their preparation 
for the Ukrainian national exam. Y. (girl from Ukraine, 17) said: “the school is 
overwhelming us, and the teachers started to panic a bit, which puts a little 
pressure.” She feared she was “not going to pass anything, which is a disas-
ter.” Her friend S. (girl from Ukraine, 17), who was present at the same discus-
sion, illustrated Y’s worry with a picture taken through the photovoice exercise 
(see pic. 12) and explained: “there’s a bunch of papers, a laptop, and there’s 
just a huge workload in the 11th grade.”

Furthermore, difficult access to digital tools was defined as an obstacle for 
the children and adolescents from Ukraine who tried to keep up with school 
online: “I have no stable wi-fi, so I have to use the mobile internet, which 
is expensive.” (O, girl from Ukraine, 11)

Moreover, the children said that the war in Ukraine caused occasional net-
work breakdowns for both teachers and pupils who reside in Ukraine. This 
often led to the cancellation or postponement of lessons, as explained by 
K. (girl, 15, UA): “my classmates went abroad, and only 25% of them stayed in 
ukraine. well, because there is no [internet] connection there [in ukraine]. 
they have nothing to study with. that is, they simply did not connect to the 
lessons. and at some point, when only two other people and I were coming 
to the lessons, they [the teachers at the online ukrainian school] refused 
to show up for lessons.”

According to participant accounts, it was difficult for their Ukrainian teachers 
to find motivation to conduct lessons in half-empty online classrooms and to 
get used to distance learning methods. M. (boy from Ukraine, 14) pointed out 
that that the teachers “don’t communicate with each other” and “have very 

Pic. 13: “This is the Polish 
and Ukrainian flag and 
so on, and this is the EU 
flag, I guess”. (Fikus, 17, 
girl from Ukraine). 
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different views” on the mechanics of distance learning. He explained: “some 
teachers want, for example, everything to be in google class, so that video 
lessons and everything else is there. and some, on the contrary, want every-
thing to be separate. and it’s very difficult, because when, for example, you 
look at the time and see that you have a lesson, you log in, and you don’t have 
a lesson there. and it turns out the teacher dumped [the link to] this lesson 
into the chat, and then they won’t let you in because you’re late. So, in short, 
it’s complicated.”

At the same time, the poor quality of distance learning also brought advan-
tages to their daily lives, especially for those who were simultaneously attend-
ing Polish schools: “It [the fact that the ukrainian online distance learning 
system was poorly organised] helped me because it reduced my workload in 
terms of studies.” Despite the perceived decline in the quality of online educa-
tion, according to the participants no grades went down because “It became 
much easier, easier to cheat.” (D, boy from Ukraine, 16)

two altErnatIvEs to dIstancE 
lEarnIng from homE

Some of the participants in the study attended a Ukrainian school online, but 
not from their homes. They connected to their online lessons from a physical 
classroom, which was made available by various non- governmental organi-
sations (NGOs) present in Poland. These children and adolescents explained 
that they were provided with laptops and headphones, as well as a spacious 
room, where they went every day to join lessons delivered online by their re-
spective schools in Ukraine.

These participants, even if they shared negative feedback about the online 
Ukrainian education system, very much appreciated the possibility of meeting 
other peers from Ukraine face-to-face. M. (boy from Ukraine, 14) said: “It’s fun 
to study online, especially in places like this, because you’re sitting together 
in a classroom... and everyone helps each other as much as they can.” It is 
exactly this social dimension of education that was very much missed by par-
ticipants who attended an online Ukrainian school from home. In addition 
to  the possibilities of connecting but with other peers around them, which 
made a substantial difference, they were positive about the educators at the 
centre, who supported them in their distance learning lessons, to the point 
that they were almost substituting their own teachers.

Four of the study participants attended a Ukrainian school in person, 
in Poland. After the outbreak of the war in Ukraine, a few Polish cities spared 
a building for a school, which was relocated from a Ukrainian city close to the 
frontline. These schools follow the Ukrainian curriculum and function indepen-
dently from the Polish educational system, with the exception of the introduc-
tion of Polish language lessons, which is compulsory for all pupils from Ukraine.

S. (girl from Ukraine, 17) studied at such a Ukrainian school and explained 
that in the first few months, when she happened to be in a company of Poles, 
she “was a listener and pretended to understand everything.” She explained: 
“people were telling me different stories, I was invited to different parties, 
you know, exhibitions, and I was like, yeah, super, super, super, I see, yes, but 
in fact I didn’t understand anything at all.” Even though her Polish got bet-
ter over time, S. reported that she had not made close friends in Poland “yet,” 
which might be because she did not attend Polish school.

However, the four participants who attended a Ukrainian school in Poland were 
generally happy about it, especially because it provided them with a stability 
that they felt an online education could not provide. A photo that S. (girl, from 
Ukraine, 17) took in her school hall (pic. X) represented for her “a certain interest 
in polish-ukrainian ties and relations, and a general interest in poland,” since 
this Ukrainian school in Poland was perceived by the student to be a good mix 
of the two cultures, somehow representing their own life situation.
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Some of the participants from Ukraine who were aged between 14 and 17 years 
old, including both boys and girls, explained that they were working part-time 
or looking for a part-time job to earn some pocket money for themselves.

They mentioned a large variety of jobs that they carried out, especially during 
the summer or at weekends. Some of the participants’ jobs were more tradi-
tional, such as serving in a restaurant, tutoring younger children in person 
or online, providing support in an accountancy office or selling flowers in 
a market. Other jobs were more unusual, such as participating on a local TV 
show and clapping when requested, as well as photography, video-editing and 
modelling. Two girls mentioned that they had done some volunteer work, one 
in a refugee centre and the other in a museum, and that they wanted to try 
to apply for paid jobs in the same sector or similar institutions.

Many of the participants who had part-time jobs told the facilitators  that 
they had occasional jobs in Ukraine as well. However, they explained 
that in Poland they faced more difficulties because of their lack of knowledge 
of the local language.

B. (boy from Ukraine, 17) described his experience in delivering food: “If it’s 
a school day, a lot of lessons, the tutor, and so on, then it’s quite a bit. Maybe 
I can go out and work for an hour, two hours. but usually, when I have a lot 
of things to do, I’d rather have a little rest between chores than work. I liter-
ally did nothing in the summer. I found a job, the delivery job. I worked in de-
livery and that was it. Every day is like that: I sleep, get up, go deliver, come 
back, that’s it.”

B. talks about his work experience as something that goes beyond his need 
for an income and which fulfils his need to escape from a stressful reality: 
“thework distracts me quite a lot from this thing [the war]. when I went to 
work, almost all the problems in my life disappeared, [nothing counts] ex-
cept for the fact that I’m driving and delivering now. you know how it works 
in war. nothing bothers you except the fact that you are at war. I don’t know 
what happened to me with the delivery. when I was driving, I had no prob-
lems. Even if we have a million debts [in ukraine], even if I knew that I have 

At the time of the consultations, many older participants said they were work-
ing part-time in order to earn some money. However, some of them had found 
it challenging to find jobs as they did not speak competent Polish. A few par-
ticipants shared accounts of exploitative work experiences.
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22) According to 
the study’s referral 
protocol, the fa-
cilitators ensured 
that the partici-
pant was not in 
distress when nar-
rating the incident, 
and that she was 
not working at the 
factory anymore. 
They shared in-
formation with the 
participant and 
the other people 
in the group about 
hotlines that sup-
port Ukrainian 
women and chil-
dren in Poland.

23) At the end 
of the focus 
group discussion, 
the participant 
decided not to 
let the facilitators 
scan the picture 
of the church. 
This could be due 
to the fact that he 
did not want it to 
be linked to what 
he had said about 
his experience.

24) Ostarbaiters 
is a term used 
to refer to forced 
foreign labourers 
in Germany during 
the Second World 
War. The exact 
word used by the 
participant was 
“гастарбайтер 
[hastarbajter]”.

BOX B: The work 
experiences of 
adolescents 
from Ukraine

no future life, that I would soon be expelled from school. I still go and I feel 
‘but now I deliver.’”

However, not all the working experiences that the participants talked about 
were positive. One girl described her and her friend’s internship in a factory, 
where they were not trained and spent the majority of their time cleaning and 
sweeping the floor. She explained that they were also forced to carry heavy 
weights that were not suitable for their body types, and narrated what seemed 
to be a case of sexual harassment:22

“I had a job. I had a schedule like this: two days of internship and three days 
of studying. I had an internship at a local factory [...] we were treated terribly 
there. I don’t mean us as ukrainians, but us as interns, we were treated terri-
bly. they didn’t even take into account that I was there with another ukrainian 
girl. they were not interested. we often carried boards as heavy as 10 kg, and 
sometimes 20, 30 kg. and I’m like, ‘come on, my weight is 45 kg’. they were not 
interested, they were saying ‘just take it and carry it.’ the treatment was aw-
ful there, but at least they paid us [...] and after a week or two, we [my friend 
and I] are standing together at the factory, and she tells me, ‘by the way, once 
I was sitting here and there was one [nationality of the person] guy working 
next to me. and he told me, ‘it’s really cool you are working here because you 
are improving your polish and you might even marry me and [the name of 
another male colleague].’ and [my friend] turns to that guy and answers: ‘are 
you for real? we are 16, and you are offering us to marry 45-year-old men?!’ 
It was just disgusting. And that other guy came up to me five times, I think, and 
said, ‘do you have a boyfriend?’ I say ‘no,’ and he replies, ‘I don’t have a woman 
either.’ [I thought:] man, you’re 45, I’m 16, calm down.” (A, girl from Ukraine, 16)

This is an isolated case among the research participants, but it highlights the 
risks that older children from Ukraine might be subjected to, even when doing 
internships that are supported by the school system, as in this particular case.

Another participant, H. (boy from Ukraine, 17), described an alarming situation 
in a rural area where he was living with his mother. This situation might reflect 
how some children and adolescents from Ukraine are subjected to severely 
exploitative environments, even if not working in unhealthy and unsafe condi-
tions themselves:

H: “I have a picture from the church23 [...] In this church, there is a man who 
[...] He has Ukrainians working for him on the land. I mean, he had workers 
before, polish workers. [...] the fact is that this man is a very bad employer 
[...] this person has uncontrollable anger. he can grab a person there, shout 
at them, say something rude. and so, he gives quite... very difficult working 
conditions.”
Facilitator: “does he pay?”
H: “Yes, he does. But I’ll tell you now, I really want to tell you. The work is hard. 
hauling stones, going here and there, chopping wood, cleaning bark from 
the brambles, I don’t know, cleaning branches from the trees [...] like the 
ostarbaiters.”24

H. described the housing situation of the families working there and, on 
a more positive note, explained how, together with his mother, he had talked 
to a Polish acquaintance who helped them to leave and find different accom-
modation. The same type of supportive figure, a Polish acquaintance, seemed 
to have played a positive role in the internship conditions of A., whose story 
was shared above:

“we had one man there, he was in charge and, well, he didn’t say that to 
me, but he said that to [a’s friend working as an intern at the same factory]. 
In short, he made a joke twice, such a joke which smells like paedophilia. And 
well. he was fired. because I spoke out. like, I told this to an acquaintance [...] 
next day I come to the workplace, and during the break [my friend] writes to 
me, ‘a, go to the toilet, quickly.’ I go to the toilet, meet her and she says [name 
of the manager] is being fired [...] I’m like, ‘what do you mean?’ she says, ‘he is 
packing.’” (A, girl from Ukraine, 16).
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“they haven’t had the good fortune to meet us.” 
(Y, girl from Ukraine, 11)

Figure 4:  
Core integration 
topics highlighted 
by children

summary

Almost all children from Ukraine who participated in the consultations ex-
plained that they did not feel a sense of belonging to Polish society, as if they 
“did not perfectly fit.” as D. (girl, 17, UA) describes:

“she [a fictional character] is not a person accepted by society [...] if you are 
not a person who perfectly fits the polish understanding of the standards of 
society, then it is already much more difficult for you to find yourself here.”

During the consultations, it emerged that children from Ukraine had faced 
several challenges with integrating into the Polish societies where they had 
relocated. Notwithstanding the positive experiences of help and support that 
they had received from Polish people, a few participants also shared experi-
ences of discrimination. During the discussions, nationalistic narratives of his-
torical events, which feed stereotypes and create divisions, were mentioned 
by the children. Additionally, many children from Ukraine felt experiential and 
cultural differences with their Polish peers. Language is clearly a gatekeeper 
between the two groups, as is the quality time they spend together, which 
is necessary for getting to know each other better.

Pic. 14: “These are tomatoes. 
Because I thought of  [name 
of a Ukrainian boy] who is in 
our class. He's got red spots 
like that and he's always 
scratching them and it's so... 
disgusting. And when I see 
tomatoes, I want to throw up” 
(Gwiazdka, 11, girl from Poland). 
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ExpErIEncEs of dIscrImInatIon and support

Some participants from Ukraine shared their experiences of being subject to 
verbal violence and discrimination while in Poland. A few of these experiences 
were random episodes on public transport or in the neighbourhood where 
the participants lived, such as the following shared experience:

“at first, when I came here, I was walking with a friend in the street, we were 
talking in ukrainian, and two adult men started following us and threatening 
us that they would hurt us. we ran away, we managed to get away, but they 
were looking for us for some time.” (A, boy from Ukraine, 15)

“I had a situation when we were walking with our classmates and a cyclist, 
a man, a Pole, he couldn’t just pass us for some reason. I don’t know why, 
he started swearing at us, telling us to ‘go back to our Ukraine.’ He told me 
that ‘you are not in ukraine, you are in poland.’ he started saying things like 
that.” (D, girl from Ukraine, 13)

“when I was walking my dog, he was a big dog, on a playground specially for 
dogs. and the poles, I don’t know, maybe they were a little scared, they told 
my mother to go back to her kyiv.” (V, boy from Ukraine, 14)

The participants shared some examples of discrimination by their Polish 
teachers. For example, A. (girl from Ukraine, 16) recalled her teacher saying to 
her Polish classmates, in front of other students from Ukraine: “my god, these 
ukrainians don’t do anything, they’re so stupid, damn it, they’re just [idiots].” 
The participant said that she filed a complaint to her school’s principal, which 
led to a change of teacher. Another girl sadly described witnessing a sarcastic 
joke: “recently, a [subject] teacher says something like ‘[name of a ukrainian 
pupil] is absent today, he isn’t in the classroom.’ and someone asked why he 
was not there, and the teacher is like, ‘I don’t know, he is probably fighting for 
his homeland.’ It was completely incorrect [...] he wanted to somehow... joke, 
but... then he was like, ‘oh, it was probably not correct.’ but still, it was very 
unpleasant, given the current situation. and the polish students laughed 
at this.” (Y, girl from Ukraine, 16).

The following exchange also shows that some participants from Ukraine ex-
pected their Polish teachers to be more sensitive to what constitutes painful 
topics for them:

O: “I had many cases of polish teachers discriminating against ukrainians, 
somehow. well, first of all, as soon as we got to school, many teachers came 
up to me and asked, ‘how is your house? like, is it still standing? didn’t the 
rocket hit there?’ and, as it were, thank god, my house is intact.”
M: “It’s a painful topic, and it’s not correct to talk about it. And, I don’t know, 
probably all the teachers at my school asked how my house is, and whether 
my dad is here or in ukraine.”
(O, girl, 16; D, girl 17; M, girl, 16; all from Ukraine)

A few participants from Ukraine who attended a Polish school also touched 
upon instances of bullying based on discriminatory attitudes towards 
Ukrainians, exemplified by this sentence that was recounted by A. (girl from 
Ukraine, 16): “speak polish, you are in poland, poland for poles.” During a fo-
cus group discussion with Polish children, participants mentioned an instance 
where one of their classmates “probably hit them [ukrainian students], she 
did something uncool. and then she told us ‘my dad would be proud of me 
for hitting a ukrainian.’” (A, girl from Ukraine, 11).

T. (girl from Ukraine, 16), who attended an online Ukrainian school only, talked 
about bullying she had heard about from her friends from Ukraine: “bullying 
by some polish teenagers. I haven’t experienced it myself, but my friends 
have told me that it happens when they go to school and it’s just a mat-
ter of luck [...] [polish schoolmates] don’t realise the problem, that we came 
for a reason, not to take your money, your places, to use your services. We 

Pic. 15: “I meant the fist be-
cause there were often 
quarrels during physi-
cal education… there was 
a kicking between students 
from Poland and students 
from Ukraine”. (Kartofelus, 
12, girl from Ukraine).
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25) For more on the 
opinions of children 
from Ukraine of 
their teachers, see 
Theme 2 on p. 23.

26) Only two focus 
group discussions 
were conducted 
with Polish par-
ticipants and there-
fore considera-
tions, experiences 
and opinions are 
far from general-
isable. However, 
they are worth 
further reflection.
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came here because of the war and cannot stay at home, and we feel bad too. 
But it happens they mock Ukrainians, and bully them.” 

D. (girl from Ukraine, 13) explained that she did not like the attitudes of her 
Polish peers and felt excluded even though she made efforts to communicate: 
“I don’t like it very much, I don’t like that they always aggress you somehow, 
even though you speak polish well, they don’t like something. I don’t know [...] 
well, because I don’t feel comfortable, because I always try to communicate 
with someone, but they always push even though she made efforts to com-
municate: “I don’t like it very much, I don’t like that they always push me away.”

The feeling of exclusion was shared by V. (boy from Ukraine, 15), who said that 
when there were parties organised by his Polish classmates, students from 
Ukraine were “not invited. no, they don’t invite at all.”

Experiences such as those described above arose in only a few of the focus 
groups. On a more positive note, some children shared good experiences 
of support from their classmates, and especially from their teachers,25 who 
understood their specific needs and challenges:

“our teacher from poland is very cool. as a person, she is very cool, and she 
is also loyal to ukrainians. and recently I answered in polish, I told someone 
about the work, and she said that my polish has improved because I last an-
swered a long time ago. and she’s cool, really.” (O, girl from Ukraine, 16)

“they [my classmates] treat me with understanding. they help. they help 
with praise, or with homework. they help at lectures.” (V, girl from Ukraine, 12)

“my polish classmates were normal enough, they treated me normally. there 
was such a bond, I was always, for example, sitting somewhere [alone] and 
they would immediately [approach me saying], ‘integration, integration, 
come to us.’ I come here by train, because I don’t live in [the city where the 
focus group took place], but in [the name of a suburban town], and there is 
such a town as [the name of another suburban town], and it is one stop away. 
we always somehow went together on this train after school, and we spent 
time together. so, they were quite friendly.” (M, girl from Ukraine, 15)

Empathy ovErshadowEd by stErEotypEs 
and narratIvEs that fostEr dIvIsIon

The focus groups with Polish participants26 unveiled a range of attitudes to-
wards their peers from Ukraine. Most Polish children recognised the difficult 
situation of their classmates from Ukraine, including leaving their country 
and separating from their loved ones, as explained by J. (girl from Poland, 12): 
“today I am mostly worried about my family, friends and pets, because I have 
a lot of pets in my family. I don’t want to run away from the country at all... 
because we say that the ukrainians are doing well here now, but they also 
don’t feel good here because of the language... their friends are scattered 
all over the world.”

Another example of empathy was provided by K. (boy from Poland, 11): “I had 
sadness and I felt sorry for the children from ukraine because, for example, 
everyone would be sad if they knew that their dad was abroad with a gun...”

However, in both focus groups with Polish children, another narrative was 
revealed as the discussion progressed. Indeed, empathy for their Ukrainian 
peers was replaced by aversion towards diversity: “just when there are people 
from Poland in Poland, it’s good... and when someone else comes, when I hear 
a different language, I feel bad somehow. I don’t know, we’re not used to these 
languages and we just don’t know them.” (S, boy from Poland, 12). A couple 
of participants used stereotypes to describe Ukrainians, for example that they 
are “so aggressive because they follow the example, from the war” (A, girl from 
Poland, 11) or that they have “disgusting habits.” (R, girl from Poland, 12)

Pic. 16: “I took a picture 
of weeds to... because weeds 
need to be pulled out, and... 
they [Ukrainians] have bad 
habits. Disgusting habits that 
should be weeded” (Serduszko, 
12, girl from Poland). 
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27) Participants 
referred to the 
massacres carried 
out in German-
occupied Poland 
by the Ukrainian 
Insurgent Army 
from 1943 to 1945 
with the support 
of some of the lo-
cal Ukrainian pop-
ulation against 
the Polish minor-
ity in Volhynia, 
Eastern Galicia, 
parts of
Paolesia and 
Lublin region. 
The peak of the 
massacres, which 
resulted in be-
tween 50,000 
to 100,000 deaths, 
took place in July 
and August 
1943. This ver-
sion of events is 
challenged by 
Ukraine, which 
insists on the 
mutual character 
of the massacres.

During the focus group discussions, there were some stereotypical arguments 
that used anti-migration rhetoric, such as references to refugees being lazy: 
“for example, now when ukrainians come to us, instead of going to work, 
they simply stay at home, others have to provide for them” (K, girl from Poland, 
12), or being ungrateful: “there is an increasing greed and ungratefulness 
of Ukrainians for what Poles give them. So they just come, make the most 
of it, destroy things, and that’s it. And they just run away as if they were never 
there” (M, boy from Poland, 12).

Additionally, W. (boy from Poland, 12) underlined that many refugees from 
Ukraine are well-off and do not need the support that is given to them: “there 
are also a lot of ukrainians who are really rich... It is said that they fled from 
ukraine... and I meet, I often meet, such cool cars with ukrainian license 
plates, and just like that, I heard everywhere on tv that the ukrainians just 
ran away, that they didn’t take anything, just got in, I don’t know how... and 
ran away. and now I see [brands of luxury cars] very often on the roads.”

These quotes resemble conservative discourses about refugees, which do 
not exclusively belong to Polish children but are generally present in society. 
Some of the participants from Ukraine perceived such feelings towards them 
and spoke of “having fallen in the eyes of the Poles” after an initial perception 
of a welcoming attitude, as explained in the following exchange:

A: “The latest statistics show that only 55% of Poles support the  stay  of 
Ukrainians in Poland. This statistic seems to be from this winter. We are al-
ready falling quite a lot in the eyes of poles.”
Facilitator: “what does it mean that ‘we are falling’?”
A: “well, I mean as a nation. almost all poles have a much lower opinion 
[respect and compassion] of us. they treat us more like some kind of... I don’t 
know... slaves [...] I think it’s because they joined the war and started helping 
ukraine. and because of that, taxes increased. and they have to pay more.”
(A, boy from Ukraine, 17)

Historical events, especially relating to the Second World War, were a trigger 
for discriminative discourses. In particular, the Volhynian slaughter,27 as it is 
known in Polish historiography (referred to as the Volyn tragedy in Ukrainian 
official discourse) was referenced in more than one focus group: “very often, 
even at lunchtime, they also swore at me that ukrainians killed poles during 
the volyn massacre and that we are all guilty, but they are helping us now.” 
(D, boy from Ukraine, 15).

The historical identities of the nations of Poland and Ukraine seemed to play 
an important part in driving a more divisive discourse, which is antithetical to 
inclusion and collaboration. The spectres of the past kept re-emerging during 
the discussion groups and nationalism was evident on both sides, based on 
an understanding of historical events that marked the members of one’s own 
group as the “victims.” For example, in the following extracts from focus group 
discussions with Polish children, the Volhynian slaughter is the starting point 
for stating that Ukrainians should not “interfere” in what should be considered 
as Polish affairs: 

S: “to go back in time a bit… from what I know, ukrainians used to murder poles.”
W: “well, that’s why I don’t really respect them.”
S: “They were murdering us; we’re helping them now… it’s like… we’re helping 
them and they’re murdering us.”
M: “and they are still ungrateful.”
W: “They don’t need to be grateful, as far as I’m concerned […] they just have 
to respect that it’s someone’s work, that it’s just someone’s effort, someone’s 
money and that someone did it for them, so that they could feel as well as 
possible in our country.” 
K: “yes, but not to interfere in any way.”
(S, boy, 12; W, boy, 12; M, boy, 12; K, girl, 12; all from Poland)

Nationalistic narratives also appeared in the discourse of some participants 
from Ukraine and were often visible in their language, especially the pronouns 
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Pic. 17: “I have a picture 
of a teddy bear with a heart, 
because I mean that other 
countries have seen what 
kind of heart we have, like this 
teddy bear. And that's why 
I wanted to show this photo” 
(Gwiazdka, 11, girl from Poland).
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was also used to create narratives about the superiority of one country over 
another, as O. (girl from Ukraine, 11) put it: “because poles are very jealous 
of Ukraine, because Ukraine is very deep, the best language in the world. 
It has very good land, let’s say, fertile land. And you could say that Ukraine 
built russia. and half of poland belongs to ukraine. my mum told me that 
poland had taken a lot of land from ukraine. something like that […] and that 
poland was attacking ukraine on the side of russia.”

pErcEIvEd ExpErIEntIal 
and cultural dIffErEncEs

When participants from Ukraine narrated their experiences and discussed 
their opinions about relationships with their Polish peers, most of them un-
derlined that experiential and cultural differences were barriers to spending 
time together, getting along, and building trustworthy and solid friendships. 
It  seemed obvious and easier for them to connect to other Ukrainians be-
cause they shared the same traumatic experiences: “when you and a person 
have a serious problem in common, it makes you closer and your friendship 
stronger. problems unite people.” (V, girl from Ukraine, 16, UA). 

On the other hand, Polish peers, even when attempting to be closer and in-
terested, were often perceived as “not understanding,” to the point that some 
Ukrainians implied that it was not even worth trying to share their experi-
ences or concerns with them. The following are a few examples that show 
how participants from Ukraine described their feelings connected to the war 
and their displacement as important barriers to developing connections with 
their Polish peers: 

“when you are feeling a little bit sad, when you are not in the best mood, 
they [polish peers] can say, ‘oh my god, it’s not a problem at all, you can 
go to ukraine later, when it will be over,’ but they don’t understand that 
it’s not quite like that, it’s not quite that simple. It’s very complicated.” 
(Y, girl from Ukraine, 11)

“If we talk about the emotional context, it’s very difficult to explain, about 
the war. [polish peers] ask what happened there, how it was. I tell them 
the whole story, how I arrived, how I travelled through these shot houses, 
through these checkpoints. but they do not think it’s so serious, some of 
them don’t believe it, some don’t understand. I think it’s better not to talk 
to them about the war at all […] because it’s a difficult topic in general, they 
didn’t live through it, and they think that it can just... well, they see it in the 
way that: someone came to them, and why is he sitting here with me? why did 
he come, why does a ukrainian have to occupy a certain place, for example, 
at school?” (S, boy from Ukraine, 17)

The need to be close to people who can easily empathise with what they are 
going through, is probably one of the factors that drove almost all participants 
from Ukraine towards connections and relationships with other Ukrainians. 
On the other hand, some Polish participants perceived this behaviour as lack 
of openness towards them, as explained by A. (girl from Ukraine, 12): “I noticed 
that some people from ukraine don’t seem to want to know people from 
poland too much. for example, we have a classmate from ukraine and in-
stead of, for example, asking someone from poland if they want to do some-
thing with her and then do something with a person from poland, she meets 
these two ukrainian girls and they write to each other all the time.” 

Some of the participants from Ukraine also pointed towards cultural differ-
ences which, in their opinion, make their inclusion in Polish society difficult. 
However, they could not clearly define such differences, but just expressed the 
feeling of being an “outsider” or “not fitting in”:

Y: “Desocialisation is when you’re not accepted in society. There’s  such an 
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Pic. 18: Some participants 
were subject to religious 
discrimination and being 
forced to attend rituals 
in Catholics schools even 
if they are not Catholic. 
(S, 17, girl from Ukraine).



36 alienation from society, as if they were all the same, and you are completely 
different. you don’t fit in that way.” 
L: “an outsider.” 
Y: “Yes, you are. When you think like that, it seems that society is somehow, 
well, a little different, and you don’t fit in there, well, a little bit. There, by moral 
criteria, or by some other criteria.”
(Y, girl, 11; L, girl, 11; both from Ukraine)

B: “It feels like you don’t fit in here, and you really want to, but you want 
it to be like it used to be, but you know it’s not going to be [like that].” 
Facilitator: “and ‘you don’t fit in here’ – why, what does that mean? 
B: “Well, it’s just a psychological feeling that there is you, there is  the environ-
ment, and this environment is such that they don’t really understand you yet, 
because of the language. In the end, though, in some ways poland is similar to 
ukraine, but not really. traditions, everything else, everything is a bit alien.”
(B, girl from Ukraine, 17)

Only in one focus group did participants from Ukraine elaborate on what 
many had defined as cultural differences or differences in traditions, mor-
als and language. According to these participants, it is faith that constitutes 
an important cultural barrier, since the majority of the population in Poland 
is Catholic. However, reflecting on their words, it can be elicited that rather than 
religious differences, what the participants from Ukraine were pointing to was 
a feeling that their right to freedom of religion and belief had been breached:

D: “well, I don’t want to talk about catholics now, but this is mainly about 
them. I don’t even know how to explain it […] people here are very religious.”
A: “It is some sort of voluntary-compulsory.”
S: “In general, I had nothing to do with the church. and here I sit in the 
religion [classes], learn something about god, go to this church. and 
their worship of god is very visible. If you follow it, then follow it, but if you 
also involve ukrainians who are not catholics, but orthodox… they don’t 
invite, they force.” […]
S: “when I first started, we used to go [to the school church] and when the bell 
rings there, everyone kneels down. I didn’t do that. I did not understand at all 
why I should kneel. If you come to church, you stand, pray, say something to 
God and that’s it. But I don’t understand kneeling, falling, praying, asking for 
forgiveness […] The principal asked why I am not doing this. I said that I have 
a different faith. But then I was not so strong... Bold to answer, and I did it. 
and now I’m already thinking why I’m doing it, I won’t.”
A: “did you have any fear to say ‘no, I won’t do it’?”
S: “because they would kick me out, maybe.”
(D, girl, 17; A, girl, 16; S, girl, 16; all from Ukraine)

languagE dIffErEncEs and lack  
of qualIty tImE as kEy barrIErs

During the consultations, many participants, both Polish and Ukrainian, point-
ed to language as an important gatekeeper for interaction between the two 
groups, in addition to cultural differences. As S. (girl, 14, UA) put it: “when I chat 
with the girls from my school, from the polish lyceum, I chat so much, chat, 
and then I realise that I don’t know the words and I get so upset, and this 
happens often, I often get upset that… it seems that I will never learn [polish].”

Language was perceived by the Ukrainian participants as a barrier to mak-
ing friends, succeeding in the Polish education system and accessing cultural 
activities and opportunities (such as cinema, theatre, book clubs, etc.). Among 
these participants, Ukrainian was the preferred language, while Russian was 
deliberately avoided as a political statement, and Polish and English were 
both considered to be challenging. 

According to their accounts, it seems that the children from Ukraine interact-
ed more meaningfully with certain Polish adults than with their Polish peers. 
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Pic. 19: “I don't have a photo 
of this [Polish] man, of course, 
because he's at work right 
now. I do know that he loves 
sweets very much. He helped 
us a lot with housing. He is 
very kind. And he brings me all 
kinds of sweets from the candy 
shop. And he has new clothes” 
(Limon4ik, 10, girl from Ukraine).
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educators, landlords or social workers who consciously helped them and did 
something in order to gain their appreciation (e.g., helped them at  school 
or with housing), to the extent that some were seen by the participants 
as role models. 

Due to the communist education that was in place in Poland before 1989, 
some middle-aged or older Polish adults had retained some vocabulary in 
Russian and therefore had at least one language in common with those refu-
gee children from Ukraine, who also spoke Russian. Participants from Ukraine 
therefore managed to communicate with them, as A. (boy from Ukraine, 16) 
explained: “a man, about 70 years old, came up to me. I was just standing on 
the phone, he scared me. he asked if there was a bus stop on one side or the 
other. I tried to explain to him in polish, but I sounded more like a ukrainian. 
I was in shock there. he understood what I was talking about because he 
used to study in ukraine in russian language. he said himself that he did not 
speak russian 40 years ago, but he thanked me. he left. and I stood there in 
shock for half a minute. you have to talk to them, to poles, so that they can 
understand how to talk to you.”

Even if they did not feel particularly comfortable, many of the children from 
Ukraine who participated in the study were able to understand and speak 
Polish at a competent level. In all the focus groups, across all age groups, 
many of the children addressed their Polish-speaking facilitator in fluent 
Polish. Those who were attending Polish language courses, were enrolled in 
Polish school, or had contact with Ukrainians who had previously emigrated to 
Poland and served as cultural brokers, had successfully learned to navigate 
the new language.

Therefore, while being confronted with a new language can be an important 
gatekeeper for effective inclusion, learning it can represent a key opportunity 
for successful adaptation and inclusion.  Another tangible barrier to the inte-
gration of Ukrainian children in Polish society is that according to the children 
who participated in the study, Ukrainian and Polish children do not spend 
enough quality time together. The participants from Ukraine who only attend-
ed an online Ukrainian school did not seem to have much contact with their 
Polish peers. Furthermore, most participants from Ukraine who were enrolled 
in a Polish school expressed that they did not meaningfully engage with their 
Polish classmates. 

During consultations, both Ukrainian and Polish children gave the impression 
that, even if they were spending a lot of time together, this seldom extended 
beyond school activities – with the significant exception being football, which 
was mentioned by boys as an activity where children from Ukraine and Poland 
could interact, as K. (boy from Poland, 12) reported: “until ukrainians came 
to poland from ukraine, I didn’t like football and I wasn’t interested in it, 
then they taught me how to kick the ball and I just became more interested 
in it than before.” 

Even at school, although possibly in the same classroom, transitional educa-
tional spaces such as corridors, toilets and bathrooms, etc. are characterised 
by the two groups being apart. What’s more, none of the participants from 
Ukraine shared examples of profound engagement with Polish peers during 
lessons. The following quotes exemplify this:

“In my class, I exist like a cat by myself. I am somehow separated there. 
We have the same task, the same lessons. And for the rest of them, I just ex-
ist, they just exist. nobody touches anyone, we coexist peacefully, and that’s 
the end of it.” (Y, girl from Ukraine, 12).

“well, I don’t know, for example, you come to a classroom, everyone has been 
studying for a certain number of years. and they have no language barrier, 
they understand each other, they have their own jokes. maybe they even 
have their own chats separate from you. And you just come in and... It some-
how looks like... I don’t know how to explain it.” (N, boy from Ukraine, 13).
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Pic. 20: “I made this. This 
is what I like about Polish 
school. This is me, and these 
are my friends and teach-
ers. A characteristic fea-
ture here is the bracelets 
in the colours of Ukraine 
and Poland” (Capybara, 
11, girl from Ukraine).



38 These reflections were also shared by Polish participants, as K. (boy from 
Poland, 12) said: “and this girl [from ukraine], for example, we don’t know any-
thing about her at all, she just sits quietly in class...” His classmate, S. (boy, 12, 
PL) added: “I think I am the only person from our class, I mean from our group 
of poles, who exchanged any word with her.”

During consultations there was only one case reported of a close friend-
ship between a Polish child and a girl from Ukraine, who had met by chance. 
At school there was an activity to be done in pairs, and their respective friends 
– of their same nationality – were not there. Therefore, they decided to pair 
up, spent time together, got to know each other, and now they seem to have 
a very good relationship. Polish participants stated this themselves, suggest-
ing that more activities should be organised that would bring children of both 
nationalities together:

N: “Well, I don’t know, for example, there is a Pole with a Ukrainian, and they 
go, I don’t know, you told them to do something together. and that’s cool 
because they can be friends and stuff. and a ukrainian can feel better 
in this country.” 
A: “not forcing, just...”
K: “offer them something so that they can… make friends, understand.”
Facilitator: “and for example, what could they do together?”
J: “make a garden.”
N: “art work.”
K: “a larger, additional project, for example, a poster.”
A: “talk.”
(N, girl, 11; A, girl, 11; J, boy, 12; K, boy, 11; all from Poland)

As Y. (girl from Ukraine, 11) simply put it: “It can change, or it can stay there. life 
gets better. this happens because poles, not all of them, of course, but there 
are a number of them who are either afraid of us or think that our problems 
are not their problems. but simply they do not understand us, because they 
haven’t had the good fortune to meet us.”
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Pic. 21: Ukrainians and 
Poles shaking hands (J&N, 
11, girls from Poland) 

Pic. 22: “This beautiful tripod 
used to be used just to shoot 
all kinds of videos and record 
all kinds of cool stuff. But 
he [fictional character] took 
on the Ukrainian school, it’s 
hell, online, after the Polish 
lessons, so now he uses it 
as a tripod so that he can 
be seen properly in class” 
(Werter, 14, boy from Ukraine)

Pic. 23: “The table tennis. 
He [fictional character] just 
goes to play table tennis 
during breaks. There is a 
table at the school. And he 
just plays there. He plays 
with his friends, with his 
Polish classmates. Well, to 
be precise, he usually plays 
with one person only, be-
cause that one has rackets. 
The rackets were the rea-
son for the friendship. (Miles 
Morales, 17, boy from Ukraine)



39box c: opinions on 
child participation

partIcIpatIon In polIsh school

Based on the survey conducted during consultations, less than half (47%) 
of the participants from Ukraine feel that they can speak their mind openly 
at school in Poland and an additional 21% are unsure. Older participants who 
attend a Polish school were more confident about expressing their opinion 
in their new educational setting than younger children (57% of 14- to 17-year-
olds fully or somewhat agreed that they could speak their mind openly in their 
school in Poland, compared to 42% of 8- to 13-year-old participants).

According to M. (non-binary child from Ukraine, 15), a “lack of discrimination 
[and of] homophobia” are the necessary conditions for speaking their mind 
at school, while D. (girl from Ukraine, 15) thinks that “equality between elders 
and children” is fundamental. Y. (girl from Ukraine, 15) instead feels that many 
students lack the “self-confidence” to speak their mind.

8 to 17-yEar-old 8 to 13-yEar-old 14 to 17-yEar-old

 30.7% Fully agree 
 16.1% Rather agree 
 21% Not sure 
 17.7% Rather disagree 
 14.5% Fully disagree

 28.9% Fully agree 
 13.1% Rather agree 
 21.1% Not sure 
 23.8% Rather disagree 
 13.1% Fully disagree

 34.8% Fully agree 
 21.7% Rather agree 
 21.7% Not sure 
 8.7% Rather disagree 
 13.1% Fully disagree

 “I can spEak my mInd opEnly In my school In poland”
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BOX C: 
Opinions on 
child participation

partIcIpatIon In famIly dEcIsIons 
rEgardIng mIgratIon

When asked if they and their families would like to remain in Poland, less than 
half of the participants responded positively (46%) and 16% said that they were 
not sure. Older participants were more positive about staying in Poland than 
younger children (54% of 14- to 17-year-olds fully or somewhat agreed that 
they and their family would like to stay in Poland, compared to 38% of 8- to 
13-year-old participants). Several participants highlighted that their opinions 
were different to their mother’s opinions. As V. (girl from Ukraine, 14) explained: 
“my mum really wants to stay here. she wants me to study here. and then 
work here. but I really want to go back to ukraine.” On the contrary, A. (girl 
from Ukraine, 16) said: “only my mother wants to return. and, simply, I, for ex-
ample, believe that there is no point in returning to the city now, because, 
well, there will be nothing to do there for those few years, because a lot of 
people have left.”

According to S. (girl from Ukraine, 17), opinions differ on the basis of opportuni-
ties, roles and age: “In my family, my mum doesn’t have a job there [in ukraine]. 
but I, for example, as a student, I am all for it [going back to ukraine]. and 
it very much depends on the age of the family members, on investments, on 
anything. but even in one family there can be 150 different opinions.” V. (boy 
from Ukraine, 15) had a more radical view on the subject, stating that children 
do not have the possibility to participate in migration choices: “well, I was just 
forcibly taken away [from ukraine]. If you are an adult and you don’t want to 
move, you simply don’t do it. but if you are still small, your relatives decide 
for you. and you can’t do anything. and they just transport you [...] I did not 
choose poland as a future for life, as a country where to live.”

8 to 17-yEar-old 8 to 13-yEar-old 14 to 17-yEar-old

 24.1% Fully agree 
 21.6% Rather agree 
 15.7% Not sure 
 18.1% Rather disagree 
 20.5% Fully disagree

 28,6% Fully agree 
 9.5% Rather agree 
 21.4% Not sure 
 16.7% Rather disagree 
 23.8% Fully disagree

 19.5% Fully agree 
 34.1% Rather agree 
 9.8% Not sure 
 19.5% Rather disagree 
 17.1% Fully disagree

 “I and thE othEr pEoplE In my famIly 
would lIkE to stay In poland”
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Figure 5: 
Application 
of the UNICEF 
Innocenti Report 
Card 16 Ecological 
Framework 
– based on 
Bronfenbrenner’s 
framework – to 
the discussion 
of findings

discussion 
of findings
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of recent literature and a social ecological framework.

the ‘world of the child’ (which includes their key activities and relationships) 
was investigated during the consultations by talking directly with participants 
and is connected to data related to the ‘world around the child’ (resources 
and networks) and ‘the world at large’ (systems and context).

we also examine the study findings through the lenses of child wellbeing 
and social cohesion, to identify challenges and opportunities for the overall 
wellbeing of refugee children from ukraine living in poland.
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28) OECD Stat 
accessed on 13 
Aug 2023: https://
stats.oecd.org

29) Polish 
Parliamentary 
vote, accessed 
on 13 Aug 2023: 
https://www.
sejm.gov.pl
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thEmE 1: mEntal hEalth and 
psychosocIal wEllbEIng

The consultations found that some mental health and psychosocial prob-
lems were common among the participants from Ukraine. The large majority 
of these children talked about stress, nostalgia and loneliness when describ-
ing the daily lives of fictional characters that they created during the focus 
group discussions, or when elaborating on their own experiences.

The reasons for these feelings relate to both what they left behind in Ukraine 
and their lived experiences in Poland. They miss their friends, relatives and 
pets who were part of their daily lives in their country of origin. They are preoc-
cupied with the housing and financial situation of their families in Poland, the 
majority of them having only their mothers as breadwinners. They reported 
feeling lonely and lacking real and meaningful friendships in Poland, a con-
cern that has also been highlighted by previous research (Impact Initiatives 
& Save the Children International, 2023).

The psychosocial distress and deteriorating mental health which emerged 
from the consultations is in line with other studies carried out with children 
from Ukraine in Poland. For example, a study by Tyler- Rubinstein et al. (2022) 
found that the majority of refugee children from Ukraine that they surveyed 
(57%) said they felt less happy since leaving Ukraine, with older children (aged 
16 years or over) seemingly the most affected. The EU Fundamental Rights 
Agency (2022) states that depression among refugees from Ukraine in Poland 
is common, with around half of 12- to 15-year-old respondents to their study 
reporting that they had difficulty sleeping and/or concentrating, a loss of self-
confidence, or felt vulnerable.

In terms of stress in relation to accommodation, participants in this study 
shared their families’ difficulties in finding a place to stay, and explained that 
they suffered from a lack of privacy in comparison to when they were living 
in Ukraine. These results mirror data from the EU FRA (2022) showing that 
a  lack of privacy was an issue for 48% of 16- to 17-year-olds surveyed, and 
for 42% of 12- to 15-year-olds, while not having a comfortable room to study 
in was a problem for 45% of 16- to 17-year-olds and 40% of 12- to 15-year-olds. 
This is not unexpected, since Poland has the lowest ratio of rooms per per-
son (1.1) in the EU.28

As of May 2022, out of 1.5 million refugees from Ukraine in Poland, 19% stayed 
for free with families from Ukraine, 18% stayed for free with Polish families, 
11% stayed for free in a hotel or a shelter paid for by the state or local govern-
ment, and 9% stayed in adapted communal spaces, such as stadiums and 
halls (Chmielewska-Kalińska et al., 2022). Notwithstanding the lack of privacy, 
participants of the consultations expressed gratitude towards the people who 
hosted them or rented an apartment to them, who they often identified as “an 
adult who helped me since I arrived in Poland.” At the time of data gather-
ing, rental prices in the country had increased by 20-30% since the outbreak 
of the war (Ibid.), making accommodation in cities less affordable. This helps 
to explain the preoccupation shared by participants for the financial situa-
tion of their families.

In March 2022, 97% of Polish Members of Parliament, across the entire political 
spectrum, supported granting Ukrainians special rights to Poland’s educa-
tion, health, labour market and social security systems. The latter implied an 
unprecedented move in terms of including Ukrainians in the Polish universal 
child monthly benefit of 500 PLN (€120) per child.29 However, according to con-
sultation participants, this support was not enough to meet their needs; 
many older participants (14-17 years of age) explained that they were working 
part-time in order to earn some extra money, but had struggled to find jobs 
because they did not speak competent Polish, which added to their worries.

The children showed awareness of their psychosocial struggles, with over half 
of them saying that they wanted “to talk to someone professional,” underlining 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx%3FDataSetCode%3DBLI%2520%20
https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx%3FDataSetCode%3DBLI%2520%20
https://www.sejm.gov.pl/sejm9.nsf/agent.xsp%3Fsymbol%3Dglosowania%26nrkadencji%3D9%26nrposiedzenia%3D50%26nrglosowania%3D131
https://www.sejm.gov.pl/sejm9.nsf/agent.xsp%3Fsymbol%3Dglosowania%26nrkadencji%3D9%26nrposiedzenia%3D50%26nrglosowania%3D131
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the importance of mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS) as a fun-
damental component of support for children from Ukraine, as previously high-
lighted by other studies (Martin, 2022). Some participants said that they had 
access to psychosocial support, but the service was appreciated only when 
it was available in Ukrainian, for free and with little waiting time. The main 
reason that the participants gave for attending psychological sessions was 
to cope with their distress and behavioural problems. The majority said that 
they experienced high levels of stress at home, occasionally resulting in argu-
ments with their mothers (as also previously highlighted by Tyler- Rubinstein 
et al., 2022), highlighting the need to foster positive communication between 
refugee children and their caregivers.

Most of the study participants from Ukraine said that they kept themselves 
busy with several activities and tried to find positive coping mechanisms to 
support them in dealing with stress, nostalgia and loneliness. Playing sport 
and participating in craft workshops were identified as pleasurable activities, 
as well as spending time in nature and with pets. The majority of the children 
responded positively to the idea of receiving information via social media 
about activities organised for young people from Ukraine in Poland, and 
expressing appreciation for the work of the third sector in this regard. These 
activities are of high value to refugee children from Ukraine because they 
constitute an arena of support outside the family where the participants 
can build friendships, at least with other children from Ukraine, and where 
they can develop attitudes and skills, experiment, and learn to help one an-
other. Friendships become especially important during adolescence and miti-
gate the negative effects of adversity, contributing to children’s self-esteem 
(Boyden & Mann, 2005).

The data from the consultations reveals the deteriorating mental health and 
psychosocial wellbeing of children from Ukraine living in Poland, which needs 
to be addressed as a priority to ensure the psychosocial safety of refugees 
from Ukraine and to meaningfully reduce the vulnerabilities that can result 
in a child due to their displacement and improve their wellbeing.

thEmE 2: EducatIon

The children from Ukraine who participated in the consultations navigated 
their educational options in Poland in multiple ways, with some of them at-
tending Polish school and some of them attending an online Ukrainian 
school, while almost half of them were enrolled in both educational systems 
at the same time.

Children from Ukraine who attended a Polish school explained that master-
ing the language was the biggest difficulty that they faced, especially at the 
beginning, and in their opinion, it was the main reason why their grades were 
often lower than those they had received in Ukraine. Furthermore, they report-
ed having to adjust to different programmes and to a new grading system, 
besides integrating themselves in a new social environment with teachers and 
classmates who were not necessarily empathising with their situation. These 
challenges expressed by the participants of this study are in line with those 
highlighted by recent research with Polish teachers, who mentioned commu-
nication and cultural differences, as well as the emotional status of refugees, 
as the main barriers to delivering quality education (Pyżalski et al., 2022).

Additionally, Pyżalski et al. (2022) explain that the large influx of students from 
Ukraine into Polish schools within a short period of time required rapid and 
ad hoc organisational changes, which were difficult for teachers to cope with, 
especially considering their lack of previous exposure to cultural diversity. 
Notwithstanding this, the study participants from Ukraine generally found 
their teachers in Polish schools to be supportive and praised the help that 
was provided by intercultural assistants, who were seen as trusted figures that 
provided them with a sense of safety. The positive feedback from participants 
on intercultural assistants from their own cultural environment reflects the 
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30) https://www.
rp.pl/cudzoziemcy/
art38430891-
ukrainscy-ucznio-
wie-rezygnuja-z-
polskich-szkol

31) There are two 
basic models 
of inclusion policy 
concerning access 
to education in 
Poland: an inte-
gration model 
and a separation 
model. The first 
assumes the in-
tegral education 
of children with 
multicultural back-
grounds as well 
as children from 
the host country 
with additional les-
sons in the Polish 
language of the 
host country and, 
at times, classes 
teaching the tradi-
tions and culture. 
The second pre-
scribes the early 
education of 
migrant chil-
dren in separate 
classes. As soon 
as the children 
learn Polish to 
a level which al-
lows for active 
participation in 
lessons, they are 
transferred to 
integrated classes. 
Certain schools 
apply a mixed 
model 
(Markowska-
Manista & 
Januszewska, 
2016).

results of several studies on the role of Roma teaching assistants in Poland 
(Weigl, 2016), defining it as a good practice.

While the majority of children from Ukraine who participated in this study at-
tended a Polish school (sometimes in addition to a Ukrainian school), overall 
in Poland the proportion of children from Ukraine attending Polish schools 
declined in 2023.30 The EU FRA (2022) survey shows that language issues are 
the main reason that some Ukrainian children are not participating in the 
Polish educational system.

In addition, this study shows that older refugee children from Ukraine often 
prefer to remain in the Ukrainian educational system as enrolling in the Polish 
system would lead them to graduate later. This finding highlights the need for 
a detailed investigation into the models of educational inclusion in operation 
in Poland,31 as an integration model – rather than a separation model – could 
reduce the permanence of children from Ukraine within schools, thus encour-
aging them to enrol in the Polish education system.

Participants who attended a Ukrainian school online shared relatively nega-
tive feedback about the quality of education, compared to the feedback 
that participants shared about Polish schools. They said they were tired of 
excessive screen time but especially frustrated because, in their opinion, the 
lessons were not well organised. This is the main reason why children said 
they preferred to focus on a Polish school which also appeals to some of the 
participants from Ukraine because they believe it will open doors to higher 
education within the European Union, as well as providing a sense of “normal-
ity,” according to some children.

Within the Ukrainian educational system, a highly appreciated practice was 
learning centres where participants could attend their own online classes, 
while meeting peers and getting face-to-face support from Ukrainian edu-
cators. A significant amount of literature about remote education that was 
developed during the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates that when learning 
remotely, children miss transitional educational spaces – corridors, bath-
rooms, courtyards, the route to and from school, etc. – where they experience 
education beyond didactics (Mascheroni, 2021; Ramey et al. 2022; Viola et al., 
2022). Children from Ukraine are no exception to this and consider schools as 
a place where they can interact with peers and teachers, and develop critical 
social and emotional skills inside and outside the classroom. Children from 
Ukraine who are attending a Ukrainian school online have been limited to on-
line learning since the outbreak of COVID-19, adding to the challenges they are 
experiencing because of the impact of war and their displacement.

thEmE 3: IntEgratIon

Almost all children from Ukraine who participated in this study did not report 
a sense of belonging to Polish society. Poland, compared to other Western 
European countries, has a low level of cultural diversity across the population 
(Markowska-Manista & Januszewska, 2016). This contributes to the challenges 
that participants from Ukraine described in relation to feeling included in the 
society where they had relocated.

Some participants shared experiences of discrimination in different settings 
and during the focus group discussions, both Polish and Ukrainian children 
referred to nationalistic narratives of historical events, which feed stereotypes 
and create divisions between people from Ukraine and Poland. A few partici-
pants from Ukraine who attended a Polish school mentioned that they had 
expected more sensitivity from their teachers with regards to their situation, 
such as having lost their homes or their fathers being in areas of armed con-
flict. Indeed, Pyżalski et al. (2022) state that it is difficult for teachers in Poland 
to recognise and capture subtle discriminatory attitudes such as those elic-
ited by the consultations. As the EU FRA (2022) underlines, it is possible that 
children from Ukraine will experience more discrimination as the war con-
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45tinues, as communal resources become more strained and they have more 
interactions with local people. Considering that data gathering for this study 
was conducted more than one year after the beginning of the war, the dis-
criminatory accounts by participants might be part of an increasing trend 
towards more difficult interactions between Ukrainian refugees and their host 
population.

Beyond discriminatory attitudes, children from Ukraine feel experiential and 
cultural differences with their Polish peers strongly. According to their ac-
counts, language is a gatekeeper between children from Ukraine and their 
Polish peers, as is the quality time they spend together, which is necessary for 
getting to know each other better.

On a positive note, the children from Ukraine who participated in this study 
underlined the support of other Ukrainians, usually people who had arrived 
in Poland long before them, as instrumental to understanding and navigat-
ing Polish society. Before the war, Poland already hosted 1.5 million economic 
migrants from Ukraine (Chmielewska-Kalińska et al, 2022). By the start of the 
war in February 2022, many of these Ukrainian migrants spoke fluent Polish 
and had managed to secure jobs, houses and social circles. As of May 2022, 
14% of refugees from Ukraine had previously worked in Poland, 28% had fam-
ily members who worked in Poland, and 12% had friends who already lived in 
Poland (Ibid.). The importance of migrant networks is well-recognised in litera-
ture about migration, including for children and young people (Huijsmans, 
2012), and the findings of these consultations reflect this.
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Figure 6: 
Consultation 
findings in 
relation to the 
pillars of social 
cohesion
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challEngEs and opportunItIEs 
for socIal cohEsIon

The narrative arc that runs throughout the findings of the consultations is the 
concept of social cohesion. Social cohesion indicates the quality of “collective 
togetherness” and consists of three overlapping and non- mutually exclusive 
pillars: social relations, belonging, and orientation towards the common good 
(Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). Reflecting on the findings of this study in terms 
of these three dimensions, it is possible to identify potential areas of interven-
tion that could enhance the wellbeing of children from Ukraine.

Social relations are “the most prominent aspect of social cohesion,” and pri-
marily refer to the quantity and quality of social interactions with friends, fam-
ily and others (Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). The ties of children from Ukraine 
with their families and friends have been disrupted by their displacement, 
since many of their family members and friends are in Ukraine or in another 
country. In Poland, mothers and siblings provide the main social interactions 
for children from Ukraine, but these social interactions are often difficult 
because of the stress caused by financial and accommodation challenges. 
The quantity and quality of their friendships, with both Ukrainian and Polish 
peers, is not considered sufficient by the participants from Ukraine, who ex-
pressed feeling lonely.

Trust and tolerance towards others are further components that are used to 
measure social relations (Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). Children from Ukraine 
who participated in this study show trust towards their family members, other 
Ukrainians who have been living in Poland for some time, and personnel at the 
social hubs in their city. However, trust towards their peers and Polish teachers 
was seldom openly expressed during the consultations. When it comes to re-
lations between children from Ukraine and their Polish peers, it appears that 
there is generally, but not always, tolerance, but according to the research 
participants there is no relation of trust.

Participation, whether through membership in sports clubs, voluntary work, 
or participation in demonstrations or citizen movements, is also an indicator 
of the quality of social relations (Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). In these con-
sultations, children from Ukraine reported a high level of participation in the 
activities organised by the social hubs and interest in receiving more informa-
tion about these activities via social media. They also talked positively about 
staff at the social hubs, and voluntary work was also mentioned as a means 
of engagement with the local Ukrainian community. Participation at school 
was scarcely mentioned; children from Ukraine described feelings of aliena-
tion from Polish school communities and difficulties interacting and engaging 
with their Ukrainian school community online.

The second dimension of social cohesion is belonging, or identification with 
social entities, be that communities, cultural groups, neighbourhoods, coun-
tries, or transnational entities (Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). It emerges from 
the consultations that children from Ukraine strongly identify with their own 
community – mainly other refugees from Ukraine, but also other Ukrainians 
who live in Poland. According to their accounts, even those who attend 
a Polish school do not feel that they ‘belong’ to any Polish community.

Language is the main issue that affects participants sense of “belonging”: chil-
dren from Ukraine said that they would like to receive psychosocial support 
in Ukrainian; they praise the work of cultural assistants in Polish schools (who 
speak Ukrainian); they report that their grades are lower in Poland because 
they are not competent enough in the Polish language; they explain that they 
have experienced difficulties finding =part- time work as they lack good knowl-
edge of the local language, and so on.

Other important factors that lead to limited identification with the local popu-
lation are their perceived experiential differences (including war and fleeing 
their home) and cultural differences (including their religion and their narra-
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47tives about historical events). However, for some participants from Ukraine 
their sense of belonging in Poland is boosted by their thoughts of a future 
in the European Union or other Western European countries.

The third dimension of social cohesion is “orientation towards the common 
good” or in other words, solidarity and compliance with social rules and 
norms (Schiefer & Van der Noll, 2017). Considering solidarity as care for oth-
ers, including those whom one does not personally know, the consultations 
demonstrate a low level of solidarity between children from Ukraine and 
their peers, with generalised indifference and a few cases of discrimination. 
However, some of the participants from Ukraine perceived major support and 
solidarity from Polish adults, in particular the people who helped them at the 
beginning of their stay. Compliance with social rules is challenging in a school 
setting, for example, in relation to the use of translators, but also in the case 
of religious schools with specific regulations and practices.

Discussion  
of findings
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The following recommendations are based on the study findings and respond 
to the challenges and opportunities shared by refugee children from Ukraine 
and their Polish peers.

National and local authorities in Poland, UN agencies, NGOs and civil society 
organisations (CSOs) must take the following concrete and practical steps 
to ensure the wellbeing and integration of refugee children and adolescents 
from Ukraine in Poland, so that they can grow and develop in an environment 
where they feel safe, have a sense of belonging, have a say on decisions that 
affect their lives and fulfil their future potential:

mEntal hEalth and psychosocIal wEllbEIng

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
and Educational Institutions should:
 
  1. Mainstream mental health and psychosocial support into the provision 

of education, healthcare and social services for refugees from Ukraine 
through culturally sensitive services for children and their families.

local and national government and Educational Institutions should:

  2. Raise awareness of and share reliable information about the availabil-
ity of mental health and psychosocial (MHPSS) services for refugees from 
Ukraine. Increase access to specialised, free of charge mental health care 
and other targeted support for children in need and, in particular, invest in:

 
  a. Culturally sensitive information to destigmatise mental health issues and 

services and support refugees to deal with the psychological distress result-
ing from experiences of conflict and displacement.

  b. Culturally appropriate mental health services, for example through re-
cruitment of Ukrainian mental health experts and investing in their capacity 
to become specialised mental health service providers in Poland.

local and national government, health care institutions, International aid 
agencies, ngos, csos and local associations should:

  3. Champion mental health and psychosocial support models that break 
down barriers stemming from stigma. Strengthen focused, non-specialised 
MHPSS interventions (layer 3) for refugees from Ukraine within spaces of-
fered by humanitarian organisations, such as learning environments 
and child-friendly spaces.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
and Educational Institutions should:

  4. Enhance family and community support initiatives (MHPSS layer 2) for 
refugees from Ukraine across household, educational, and communal set-
tings. Foster parenting programmes, elevating the capabilities of educators, 
intercultural assistants and volunteers to effectively address the mental 
health and psychosocial needs of mothers/caregivers and children from 
Ukraine. Facilitate and support community empowerment and participation 
in promoting and protecting the wellbeing of children.

International aid agencies, ngos and csos should:

  5. Explore the possibility of delivering specialised psychosocial support 
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to refugees from Ukraine who are primary caregivers, mostly mothers, en-
compassing stress and budget management.

International aid agencies, ngos and csos, mainly ukrainian associations 
should:

  6. Secure funding for the development of extracurricular activities and ini-
tiatives that enable children from Ukraine, especially those who only attend 
an online school, to maintain connections and build meaningful relation-
ships with their peers in Poland. Consider investigating and researching 
ways to support children to maintain their relationships and connections 
with relatives and friends who stayed in Ukraine.

EducatIon

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, governments, Educational 
Institutions, and school management should:

  1. Enhance and integrate social-emotional learning components across the 
curricula of all educational institutions and learning centres. Enrich teacher 
training content with modules on social and cultural cohesion, conflict sen-
sitivity, anti-discrimination practices and wellbeing.

Educational Institutions and school management should:

  2. Establish peer-to-peer cohorts to support the exchange of knowledge, 
skills and culture between children from Ukraine and Polish children, 
to  boost integration between students and facilitate the sharing of best 
practices and lessons learned among teachers and instructors.

local and national governments, the ministry of Education, and school 
management should:
 
  3. Deploy more Ukrainian intercultural assistants in Polish schools, rein-

force their training and help to enhance their collaboration with teachers. 
Develop a practical guide for school personnel on how to best assess and 
address the specific needs of children from Ukraine (to include provision of 
language support, adapting the curriculum to treat specific topics in a sen-
sitive manner, etc.).

local and national governments and humanitarian actors should:

  4. Provide comprehensive and accurate information about education op-
tions for children from Ukraine and disseminate this through the commu-
nication channels that are most used and trusted by children. This should 
include information about pathways to higher education in Poland.

local and national governments and humanitarian actors should:

  5. Strengthen the Education Sector Working Group (ESWG) to lead advocacy 
efforts for refugee integration by standardising Education in Emergencies 
(EiE) approaches across the sector. Additionally, advocate for the enhance-
ment of the long-term national strategy for refugee integration within the 
Polish education system.

socIal cohEsIon

International aid agencies, ngos, csos should:

  1. Advocate and fundraise for programmes that strengthen trauma aware-
ness, peacebuilding and social cohesion.
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International aid agencies, ngos, csos should:

  2. Advocate, fundraise and partner to create recreational spaces where 
children from Ukraine, especially those who do not attend a Polish school, 
can spend time with their peers. Tailor activities based on children’s prefer-
ences, needs, and priorities. Promote such events through social hubs and 
social media platforms that are popular among refugees from Ukraine, 
such as Telegram and Viber.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
school clubs, and school management should:

  3. Create opportunities for Ukrainian and Polish children to meet in semi-
formal contexts (e.g., extracurricular school activities, organised school 
trips) and informal contexts (arts and crafts, sports, public spaces) and/
or through initiatives not primarily based on language (e.g., sports, mimic 
theatre, dance). Incorporate activities that promote adaptation to their new 
environment and offer practical insights on navigating cities and accessing 
initiatives and services. Prioritise peer- to-peer approaches and mentoring 
programmes, and involve children in the design of such initiatives.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
school clubs, and school management should:

  4. Boost refugee children’s access to recreational and leisure activities, par-
ticularly those that enable children to be in contact with nature, by enhanc-
ing the dissemination of information about available initiatives and services 
(including guidance on enjoying free sports or cultural activities) and by 
minimising access barriers (e.g., by liaising with the private sector and public 
providers to secure discounts).

local and national governments, International aid agencies, ngos, csos, 
and local ukrainian associations should:

  5. Increase access for children from Ukraine to Polish language classes and 
remedial support to better support their integration into Polish schools. 
Consider offering free-of-charge Ukrainian speaking clubs to support refu-
gee children from Ukraine who have recently switched from Russian to the 
Ukrainian language.

accountabIlIty to affEctEd populatIons 
(aap) – EffEctIvE partIcIpatIon of 
chIldrEn and adolEscEnts

International aid agencies, ngos, csos should:

  1. Ensure child participation in all stages of developing, planning, design-
ing and implementing activities and programmes for refugee children from 
Ukraine, to make sure that children’s voices are heard and inform decisions 
that affect their lives.

International aid agencies and ngos should:

  2. Conduct further research through child participatory methods to bet-
ter understand the information needs of children as well as their preferred 
communication methods to voice their opinions, concerns and suggestions. 
Based on the results, advocate and/or fundraise to ensure that children’s 
preferred channels and platforms are set up, adequate and equipped to 
channel and promote children’s voices.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
school management, and the media should:
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  3. Create platforms where the voices and opinions of children from Poland 
and Ukraine can be amplified, heard and taken into account by decision 
makers.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos, local and national governments, 
Education Institutions, and school management should:

  4. Provide anonymous and child friendly feedback and reporting mecha-
nisms in schools and child friendly spaces, to ensure that children have op-
portunities to safely report concerns and feedback regarding child protec-
tion and safeguarding.

International aid agencies, ngos, csos should:

  5. Advocate with local authorities for the establishment of consultation fo-
rums in which refugee children can participate and provide opinions and 
suggestions on decisions/activities affecting their lives and their positive 
integration and adaptation in Poland.
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approach
 
•  Consider narrowing the scope of consultations to focus on specific areas 

such as relations with peers or family members, evaluation of services in so-
cial hubs or barriers to inclusion; and/or the creation of advocacy products, 
or exploring new participatory methodologies to understand how children 
want to participate in decisions that affect their lives, through which chan-
nels or platforms, on which themes, etc.

 
•  Consider additional data gathering activities such as consultations with 

other stakeholders, quantitative data gathering, a desk review, participatory 
action research with artistic outcomes, etc.

•  Assess your strengths and limitations when determining the study approach, 
such as presence in certain geographical areas or cities; access to partici-
pants with specific characteristics; relations with local partners; time con-
straints; etc. 

•  Consider an approach that enables children who are not attending school 
or a community centre to participate, even though they may be harder 
to reach, to shed light on their situation. 

samplE

•  Consider disaggregating data for participants from Ukraine based on the 
geographical area that they come from in Ukraine (East/West, metropolis/
rural areas) or how much time they have spent in their host country.

•  Ensure that the age range within each focus group discussion is kept 
to a minimum (e.g., age 8-10; age 11-13; age 14-17).

•  Explore the experiences and perceptions of children with disabilities and 
children living in rural areas, as well as children belonging to other vulner-
able groups.

mEthodology
 
•  Consider participatory methods or approaches and/or invite children to be 

part of the methodology discussion and selection.
 
•  Consider conducting in-depth interviews with some of the participants of 

the consultations to get further insight on the topics discussed and explore 
more intimate issues.

 
•  Consider conducting a systematic analysis of focus group transcripts based 

on coding and with the support of software.
 
•  Limit the number of survey questions for focus group participants to a maxi-

mum number of three in order to have sufficient time to discuss them.

•  Consider organising a validation workshop with the participants before pub-
lishing the results of the consultations.
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usE of thE photovoIcE  
rEsEarch mEthodology
 
•  Dedicate sufficient time to teach children how to use instant cameras in or-

der to avoid low quality pictures.

•  Consider keeping some of the original pictures to be able to scan them prop-
erly (not all, as children generally enjoyed keeping their favourite pictures 
as tokens of their participation).

partnErshIps and logIstIcs
 
•  Liaise with gatekeepers who have direct contact with the participant children 

and families as early as possible and introduce them to the focus group fa-
cilitators in advance of the discussions  – and minimise the number of inter-
mediaries in the research process.

 
•  Ensure meaningful participation of children and their families throughout 

all phases of the project. For example, provide an introductory presentation, 
give them opportunities to ask questions during the consultations, validate 
and discuss the study findings with them, etc.
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32) “Subjective 
well-being is the 
reported experi-
ence of positive 
emotions (such 
as optimism), 
negative emotions 
(such as sad-
ness), satisfaction 
related to specific 
domains (such as 
work or relation-
ships) and overall 
judgements of 
life satisfaction.” 
(UNICEF Office 
of Global Insight 
and Policy, 2021).

33) For a more 
detailed over-
view of the tools 
used to organise 
and carry out the 
consultations, see 
Annex 2 on p. 63.

34) The survey 
included in the 
first version of 
the focus group 
discussion guide-
lines was con-
sidered too long 
following testing. 
The final version 
of the guidelines 
contained fewer 
and different 
questions.

35) Bronfenbren-
ner’s ecological 
systems theory 
views child de-
velopment as 
a complex system 
of relationships af-
fected by multiple
levels of the 
surrounding 
environment, 
from immediate 
settings of fam-
ily and school to 
broad cultural val-
ues, laws and cus-
toms. According 
to this framework, 
to study chil-
dren’s wellbeing, 
researchers must 
look not only at 
the child and their 
immediate envi-
ronment, but also 
at broader envi-
ronments as well.

This report is based on consultations with more than 100 children – including 
displaced children and adolescents from Ukraine who were living in Poland 
and their Polish peers – and aimed to understand their subjective wellbeing32 
in the face of the war in Ukraine. In particular, the consultations aimed to gain 
insight into the daily lives of the participants, by exploring their experiences, 
perceptions and opinions regarding school and other learning environments, 
their daily activities, their relationships and the quality of integration of chil-
dren from Ukraine into Polish society.

A qualitative study design with an open approach was chosen as it enables 
investigation without imposing restricted and predefined concepts on the 
study participants (DeJaeghere et al., 2020). A participatory research method 
called photovoice was used. This involves asking children and adolescents 
to take photos that relate to certain topics, which can then be used as the 
starting point for focus group discussions. These discussions were facilitated 
following semi-structured guidelines, which included a series of activities 
based on projection techniques and a closing survey.

In preparation for the consultations, a package was developed containing 
tools for the focus group facilitators, the participants, their caregivers and 
local organisations who supported outreach to children and provided spac-
es for the focus group discussions to take place. Almost all of these docu-
ments were translated into Ukrainian and/or into Polish.33 Two facilitators, 
one of Ukrainian nationality and one of Polish nationality, and both authors of 
this report, conducted the consultations with children in May and June 2023.

The consultations were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. The tran-
scripts were subsequently anonymised and translated into English. The data 
were analysed following the thematic analysis (TA) approach of Braun and 
Clarke (2012) by the three authors of this report. The transcripts were coded, 
paragraph by paragraph, both inductively and deductively, under the cat-
egories of (i) mental health and psychosocial wellbeing; (ii) school/education; 
(iii) relations; and (iv) participation/engagement. Subsequently, topics were 
elicited and three main stories about the data were identified, which are the 
three themes presented in this report, alongside other connected topics that 
are described and explained in the report’s sub-sections.

This report also contains results from a short survey that the participants 
responded to on-the-spot at the end of each focus group. The results of the 
survey were analysed quantitatively and are based on a total sample of 81 out 
of 90 participants from Ukraine. The number of survey respondents is lower 
than the total number of study participants from Ukraine because the survey 
was not completed by the children in first focus group discussions that were 
carried out for testing purposes.34

The language used in this report stems from the reflexive TA approach, which 
considers analysis to be “an interpretative activity undertaken by a researcher 
who is situated in various ways, and who reads data through the lenses of 
their particular social, cultural, historical, disciplinary, political and ideologi-
cal positionings” (Braun and Clarke, 2021). Therefore, in the description and ex-
planation of the findings, the three authors do not hide their presence behind 
the participants’ voices but place themselves as visible intermediaries be-
tween the children and the reader, aware of their positionality as researchers.

projEct framEwork

As a general framework for addressing the research questions, developing the 
tools for the consultations and making sense of the data, reference was made 
to Bronfenbrenner’s ecological system theory (1979)35 and its adaptation for the 
UNICEF Innocenti Report Card 16 Worlds of influence (2020). This is a multi-level ap-
proach with the child placed at the heart of the framework. The ‘world of the child’ 
includes their key activities and relationships. The ‘world around the child’ consists 
of resources and networks, while the ‘world at large’ entails systems and context.
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Figure 7: Cities 
in Poland where 
the consultations 
took place

36) In August 2023, 
103,736 Ukrainian 
refugees were 
living in Warsaw, 
45,971 were living 
in Wroclaw, and 
31,866 were living 
in Krakow (UNCHR 
Operational Data 
Portal, accessed 
on 10 August 2023: 
https://data2.
unhcr.org/en/
situations/ukraine/
location/10781). 

37) Four consulta-
tions were used to 
test the tools, espe-
cially the instruc-
tions for the photo-
voice and the focus 
group discussion
guidelines. 
However, since the 
modifications that 
were made after 
testing were mini-
mal, the findings 
from these consul-
tations were includ-
ed in the report.

38) It is important 
to note that, when 
the sample was 
conceived, it was 
expected the 
groups would be 
formed exclusively 
of children and ad-
olescents attending 
either Polish school 
face-to-face or 
a Ukrainian school 
online. However, 
at the time of the 
testing, it became 
apparent that 
many partici-
pants attended 
both schools.

Table: Details 
of the focus 
groups and their 
participants

The consultations mainly investigated the ‘world of the child from Ukraine’ 
through talking with participants about their daily activities, their key rela-
tionships, life satisfaction and their perceptions – their subjective wellbeing. 
However, information was also collected about the ‘world around the child 
from Ukraine’ from their perspective. For example, opinions were gathered 
from participants about the quality of the school they attended (resources) 
and on the attention that teachers dedicated to them (networks). The ‘world 
at large’ represents the context of the consultations because they took place 
in the face of the war in Ukraine, during the refugee crisis, and in Poland.

samplE

A total of 104 children and adolescents (90 from Ukraine and 14 from Poland) 
participated in the consultations, which were carried out 15-16 months after 
the beginning of the war in Ukraine. 54 participants were between 8 and 13 
years of age, and the remaining 50 were between 14 and 17 years of age. 64 
children identified as female, 39 as male, and 1 as non-binary. The participants 
were living in three cities in Poland36 and were involved in the study through 
the support of local partners. They were selected through a purposive sam-
pling strategy on the basis of specific characteristics (age, gender, nationality, 
type of school attended).

A total of 17 focus group discussions37 were conducted, each with between 
4 and 8 participants. The focus groups had the following characteristics:

•  15 focus groups with children and adolescents from Ukraine and 2 focus 
groups with their Polish peers;

•  9 focus groups with participants aged 8-13 and 8 focus groups with partici-
pants aged 14-17;

•  8 focus groups in Krakow, 5 focus groups in Warsaw and 4 focus groups 
in Wroclaw;

•  11 focus groups with children and adolescents from Ukraine who attended 
Polish schools face-to-face school and 4 focus groups with children and 
adolescents from Ukraine who attended Ukrainian schools online; 

•  4 focus groups with female participants, 3 focus groups with male partici-
pants and 10 focus groups with a mix of genders.

Thanks to support from local professionals (school teachers and local NGO 
staff), a diverse group of participants was involved in the study in terms 
of  socioeconomic background, time spent in Poland, geographical origin 
in Ukraine and family characteristics. All the children and adolescents chose 
to participate in the study on a voluntary basis. The majority of them knew 
at least some of the other participants in their focus group discussion.

 Warsaw

 Kraków

 Wrocław

FOCUS 
GROUP

AGE 
RANGE GENDER CHILDREN 

FROM LOCATION SCHOOL 
TYPE

NUMBER OF  
PARTICIPANTS

1. 8-13 Mixed Poland Kraków Polish school 7
2. 8-13 Mixed Ukraine Kraków Polish school 6
3. 8-13 Mixed Ukraine Kraków Polish school 7
4. 8-13 Mixed Ukraine Kraków Polish school 5
5. 8-13 Mixed Poland Warsaw Polish school 7
6. 8-13 Female Ukraine Warsaw Polish school 7
7. 8-13 Male Ukraine Warsaw Polish school 6
8. 8-13 Female Ukraine Wrocław Polish school 4
9. 14-17 Mixed Ukraine Warsaw Polish school 8
10. 14-17 Male Ukraine Kraków Polish school 6
11. 14-17 Female Ukraine Kraków Polish school 5
12. 14-17 Male Ukraine Kraków Polish school 6
13. 14-17 Female Ukraine Kraków Polish school 6
14. 14-17 Mixed Ukraine Wrocław Ukrainian school (online) 6
15. 8-13 Mixed Ukraine Wrocław Ukrainian school (online) 5
16. 14-17 Mixed Ukraine Wrocław Ukrainian school (online) 6
17. 14-17 Mixed Ukraine Kraków Ukrainian school (online) 7

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/ukraine/location/10781
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39) Referring to 
those characters, 
the children and 
adolescents often 
spoke in the third 
person during 
the focus group 
discussions.

applIcatIon of photovoIcE

Photovoice is a research methodology developed by Wang and Burris, 
through adaptation of Paulo Freire’s model of educational development in 
which drawings were created through the hearing of stories (Carlson et al., 
2006). The basic elements that make up photovoice are: (i) putting cameras 
into the hands of participants; (ii) allowing them to have a say in the research 
subject, since they are the ones taking the photos; (iii) obtaining informed con-
sent from photographed subjects, if any; (iv) giving a ‘voice’ to the images by 
describing them in a written or verbal form. The pictures can be shared within 
a community or among stakeholders to re-enforce the voices of the partici-
pants and promote change.

For our consultations, the facilitators met with the children and adolescents 
prior to the focus group discussions. During this preliminary meeting, the fa-
cilitators gave the children instant cameras and explained how to use them.

They also gave the children photovoice instructions written in Ukrainian 
or in Polish, which contained:

•  A few sentences explaining what photovoice is;
•  The questions that children were invited to answer with their photos;
•  Some tips on how to take good quality photos;
•  Instructions related to ethics and safety.

Annex 1: Detailed 
methodology

Pic. 24: The in-
stant cameras 
provided to the 
participants

quEstIons for partIcIpants 
from poland

• Think about different feelings that 
you had since the war in Ukraine 
started last year. Can you take a pic-
ture of something that symbolises 
one or more of these feelings?

• Think about people your age who arrived 
in Poland from Ukraine over the past year. 
Can you photograph an object, an activity 
or a place that you associate with them?

• Can you take a picture of something 
that has positively changed in your city, 
your school, or any youth centre/asso-
ciation that you are part of, since chil-
dren from Ukraine joined/arrived?

• Can you take a picture of something you 
do NOT like in your city, your school, or 
any youth association that you are part of, 
since children from Ukraine joined/arrived?

• In your opinion, what could be done to 
improve the relationship between Poles 
and Ukrainians? Can you take a pic-
ture that represents your suggestion?

quEstIons for partIcIpants 
from ukraInE

• Think about the last few days and how 
you spent them. Think about something 
you enjoyed doing, something that felt 
good. Can you take a picture of it? 

• Think about the last few days and 
how you spent them. Think about 
something you did NOT like do-
ing, something that did NOT feel 
good. Can you take a picture of it?

• Think about your school here in 
Poland. Think about something 
you really like about it. What is it? 
Can you take a picture of it?

• Think about your school here in 
Poland. Think about something that 
you do NOT like about it. What is 
it? Can you take a picture of it?

• Think about your life here in Poland. 
Think about all the new adults you met 
since you arrived here. Among them, is 
there any person who has helped you 
to solve a problem you had? Please 
take a picture of him/her/them. If s/
he is not around and easily reach-
able, you can take a picture of some-
thing that represents him/her (some-
thing s/he likes or often does, his/
her job, hobby, favourite book, etc.).

plua
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focus group dIscussIon guIdElInEs

Facilitators of the focus group discussions followed semi-structured, scripted 
guidelines when conducting the consultations. Different guidelines were de-
veloped for children and adolescents from Ukraine and Polish children, how-
ever both aimed to facilitate discussions among the participants using the 
pictures they had taken as a starting point.

Most activities relied on projection techniques, such as asking participants to 
create fictional characters who were similar to them. This allowed participants 
not to speak about their own experiences in the first person, if they did not 
want to.39 Both sets of guidelines started with an ice-breaker, which was fol-
lowed by an outline of the rules for a meaningful and respectful conversation, 
and a reiteration of the participants’ assent. Both guidelines ended with short 
surveys that the participants completed online on-the-spot, discussing some 
of their answers anonymously in the focus group.

actIvItIEs for thE consultatIons 
wIth partIcIpants from ukraInE

In the first part of the focus groups, participants were asked to create a 
fictional character, a boy or a girl of their age, who comes from Ukraine 
and lives in Poland. They were invited to think about all the activities 
that s/he does in Poland and all those that s/he used to do in Ukraine 
but s/he does not do anymore since s/he moved. The children and 
adolescents were invited to use the pictures that they had taken with 
an instant camera to identify the activities they wanted to talk about.

Secondly, the facilitators asked participants to reflect on what might have 
worried their fictional character during the past year and invited them to write 
or draw their worries on blank cards. The children and adolescents placed 
these cards on a poster divided into three different columns:

•  The things [name of the character] can solve alone;
•  The things [name of the fictional character] can solve with the help of others;
•  The things only others can solve.

The third activity focused on the school environment. The participants used the 
pictures they had taken with an instant camera to start conversations about 
their preferred subjects, placing them under placards with predefined catego-
ries. There were different discussion prompts for participants who attended 
online Ukrainian school, which highlighted the specificities of distance learning.

Annex 1: Detailed 
methodology

Figure 10: 
Categories 
that participants 
were invited to 
discuss relating 
to education

Pic. 25: Example 
of activity 1, part 
A: ‘somebody like 
me’ (focus group 
discussion with 
participants 
from Ukraine)
 

our tEachErs

our classmatEs

thE thIngs wE havE to study

our school spacE

thE rulEs wE havE to follow

how wE spEnd our brEaks

thE dIgItal lEarnIng tools wE usE

how wE fEEl whIlE lEarnIng
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40) Almost 
all participants 
chose to use 
a nickname, while 
a few decided not 
to. Therefore, near 
certain pictures 
you can see the 
initial of the child 
who took the 
photo instead 
of a nickname. 
(Initials were used 
for all quotes)."

actIvItIEs for thE consultatIons
wIth polIsh partIcIpants

In the first part of the focus groups, the facilitators asked the Polish children to 
create the story of a friendship between two imaginary young people of their 
age living in their city, one from Poland and one from Ukraine. The facilitators 
supported them to develop the story by posing various questions and pro-
viding them with a sort of ‘framework’ designed on a poster. The participants 
were invited to use their photos in their story, by placing them on the poster. 
The story was used as a basis to trigger conversations about the relations 
between Polish children and adolescents and their peers who were displaced 
from Ukraine and living in Poland.

In the second part of the focus group discussion, the facilitators invited the 
participants to share their suggestions for how to improve the relationship 
between Poles and children from Ukraine, and eliminate barriers for inclusion. 
They used the photos that they had taken using an instant camera and ex-
plained their ideas by placing the photos under one of the following columns 
on a poster:

•  The things Polish young people should do
•  The things young people from Ukraine should do 
•  The things adults should do

EthIcal approach and data protEctIon

The entire consultation process was conceptualised and developed follow-
ing an ethical approach that is procedural and relational at the same time 
(Ellis, 2007). During all phases of the project, the following key ethical principles 
(Berman, 2020) were taken into consideration:

•  Assessing and minimising risks;
•  Informed assent of participants and the consent of their parents/guardians;
•  Confidentiality, privacy and anonymity;
•  Respect for diversity;
•  Data protection and security.

The principle of “do no harm” was at the heart of all the study activities, to en-
sure safe and meaningful participation. The study approach and the tools 
used were approved by Save the Children International’s Ethics Committee 
before consultations started. The consultation tools included a referral path-
way protocol that the facilitators should follow if any participants reported 
that they were in danger or showed a state of psychosocial distress of con-
cern. Furthermore, prior to the consultations, the facilitators attended training 
conducted by Plan International and Save the Children on safe identification 
and referral of safeguarding and child protections cases. 

All the consultations were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. After tran-
scription, anonymisation and translation into English, all audio recordings 
were destroyed.

At the end of each focus group discussion, the participants were asked 
to indicate which photos they wanted to be published, if any, and to suggest 
a nickname to accompany them, near the copyright. This is a way to recognise 
the children's creation of their photos. You can read their chosen nicknames 
near the pictures and quotes selected, with an indication of their gender, 
age and nationality.40

Annex 1: Detailed 
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Figure 11: The 
poster provided 
to the Polish 
participants 
as a framework 
for their story

how dId thEy mEEt?

• When?
• Where?
• What were they doing?

how dId thEIr 
rElatIonshIp grow?

•  How did they spend 
time together?

•  How did they  
communicate?

•  What do they like 
about each other?

somEthIng happEns 
and challEngEs 
thEIr frIEndshIp

• How? Where?
• Who else is involved?
• How do they feel?

how doEs thE 
frIEndshIp EvolvE?  
how arE thIngs 
goIng now?
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41) The mobilisation 
flyer was aimed at 
adolescents aged be-
tween 14 and 17 years 
old. However, if local 
partners wished to 
do so, they could 
also use it to mobilise 
younger children.

42) During testing, 
one group of chil-
dren asked extensive 
questions about the 
audio recording and 
transcription of focus 
group discussions. 
The facilitators took 
their time to explain 
the process and 
showed the children 
other qualitative 
research where chil-
dren’s words are re-
ported. Following 
this, the facilitators 
used the preliminary 
meeting about pho-
tovoice to outline the
recording and tran-
scription process 
to the participants, 
to ensure they under-
stood it, had time to 
ask questions or raise 
any doubts, and ac-
tively assented to it.

Annex 1: Detailed 
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stagEd assEnt/consEnt

The assent of the participants was acquired in four stages and modalities:

• assEnt to voluntEEr (vErbal)

The participants were selected on a voluntarily basis by local partners, who 
were provided with: (i) a flyer for children and adolescents41 that provided ba-
sic information about the project and invited them to volunteer; and (ii) an in-
formative note with instructions for local partners. 

The children who wished to volunteer for the study informed local partners 
verbally by expressing their interest in participating. At this point, no personal 
contact details or information about the child was collected or stored. 

If the number of children who wished to participate exceeded the maximum 
allowed for that focus group, the participants were selected on a random ba-
sis through a public draw.

• formal consEnt (wrIttEn)

After expressing their interest in participating in the study, selected children re-
ceived an informative note and consent form from the local partner. This form 
had to be signed by their parent/guardian and outlined: (i) the objectives of 
the project; (ii) the voluntary nature of participation; (iii) the children’s rights 
and responsibilities; (iv) arrangements for processing and storing of data, 
highlighting that the focus groups discussions would be audio recorded and 
verbatim transcribed; (v) the benefits and risks associated with their partici-
pation; and (vi) details about the publication of pictures and their copyright. 

• rEItEratIng assEnt durIng prElImInary mEEtIng (vErbal)

The focus group facilitators had a preliminary meeting with participants to ex-
plain photovoice. This meeting was also used to reiterate assent, especially 
in relation to recording and transcription of the data42. The facilitators talked 
through the main points on the assent form with the participants, answered 
their questions and clarified any additional doubts they might have had. 

• rEItEratIng assEnt durIng thE focus groups (vErbal)

At the beginning of every focus group, the facilitators reminded the children 
of their rights, including their right to stop the discussion and leave it without 
giving a reason. At the end of the focus group, the facilitators reminded the 
children of their right to choose the pictures they wished to be published and 
to keep the original photos.

lImItatIons of thE fIndIngs

A key limitation when reflecting on consultation findings and the related 
sample is the risk of selection bias. Participants chose to join the project 
autonomously, but their selection was carried out with the support of inter-
mediaries – teachers, educators and staff from NGOs – who hold power rela-
tions with them. Additionally, it is highly probable that the decision to partici-
pate reflected the children’s personal predispositions towards the situation 
in Ukraine. For example, children who were very severely affected by the war 
may have chosen not to join the project for fear of recalling challenging 
and painful memories.

While the selection of participants followed a targeted strategy and aimed 
to include a group as heterogeneous as possible by ensuring the participa-
tion of people with different characteristics, it did not manage to include 
children with disabilities or children living in rural areas, as initially envisaged. 
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gated in future projects. 

It is also important to underline that the sample is not representative 
of the overall population of children and adolescents from Ukraine in Poland 
or of their Polish peers. In particular, only two focus group discussions were 
conducted with Polish children because of difficulties finding Polish children 
and adolescents who wished to participate in the study; therefore their voices 
are not as prominent in this study as the voices of participants from Ukraine 
when analysing the relations between the two groups.

In terms of analysis, a quantitative analysis is present only when data from 
the survey are discussed (e.g., BOX A: Attitudes towards mental health and 
psychosocial support). Qualitative data (transcripts and pictures taken 
and shared by the participants) was not analysed quantitatively. During cod-
ing, data from participants of different ages were disaggregated, but no sig-
nificant differences were identified between them, with the only exception 
being attitudes towards school, as highlighted in Theme 2. In terms of the 
differences between boys and girls, no significant differences were noted 
in the data, perhaps due to the low number of consultations that were disag-
gregated by gender; it was therefore considered misleading to present male/
female differences across themes.

Annex 1: Detailed 
methodology
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Annex 2:  
Overview of 
consultation tools

Articolo12 developed the following consultation tools:

• Informative note for local partners → This document was translated into 
Polish. It provided local partners with an overview of the project and clear 
indications and suggestions for how to carry out their role within it. It also 
provided the contact details of focus group facilitators. 

• mobilisation flyer for older children (aged 14-17) → This document was trans-
lated into Ukrainian and Polish and was made available to local partners, 
who shared it with older children to invite them to participate in the study. 
Local partners could also use this flyer to mobilise younger children if they 
wished to do so.

• Informative note and consent form for parents → This document was trans-
lated into Ukrainian and Polish and was shared with the parents/legal guard-
ians of children who volunteered to participate in the study. The first part 
of the document contained information about the project, while the second 
part had to be completed and signed by the parent/legal guardian.

• assent form for research participants → This document was translated into 
Ukrainian and Polish and shared with older children (aged 14-17 years old) who 
volunteered to participate in the study. The first part contained information 
about the project, while the second part had to be completed and signed 
by the participant.

• photovoice explanation – guidelines for facilitators → This document was 
used by the two focus group facilitators during their first meeting with study 
participants. 

• photovoice instructions from ukraine → This document was translated into 
Ukrainian. It was given to all study participants from Ukraine during their first 
meeting with the focus group facilitators. It contains the five questions that 
the children were invited to answer with pictures and the instructions they 
had to follow when taking photos.

• focus group discussion guidelines – children from ukraine → This docu-
ment was translated into Ukrainian. It was used by the facilitators to guide the 
focus group discussions with children from Ukraine. It is a scripted text, which 
was adapted by the facilitators as required by the circumstances. 

• posters for focus group discussions – children from ukraine → This docu-
ment shows all the posters that were used during focus group discussions 
with children from Ukraine. It was printed and included in the list of materials 
for the consultations. 

• photovoice instructions – polish children → This document was translated 
into Polish. It was given to all study participants from Poland during their first 
meeting with the focus group facilitators. It contains the five questions that 
the children were invited to answer with pictures and the instructions they had 
to follow when taking photos.

• focus group discussion guidelines – polish children → This document was 
translated into Polish. It was used by the facilitators to guide the focus group 
discussions with children from Poland. It is a scripted text, which was adapted 
by the facilitators as required by the circumstances. 

• posters for focus group discussions (children from poland) → This docu-
ment shows all the posters that were used during the focus group discussions 
with children from Poland. It was printed and included in the list of materials 
for the consultations.

• referral pathway protocol → This document was provided to focus group 
facilitators and indicated how to proceed in cases where a child disclosed 
information indicating that s/he had been a victim of or was at risk of abuse, 
violence or serious harm.






